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ABSTRACT 
Chapter 0 ne is expository. 
In Chapter Two we consider the following questions. 
Let G = < X ; R >. 
Is G Hopfian? 
Is Aut(G) finitely generated? 
Is there an algorithm to decide for any two words Wl~W2 1n X 
whether or not {Wl~W2} generates G? 
Let J be a set of group presentations.Is there an algorithm 
to decide whether or not two elements of J define isomorphic 
groups? 
The study of these questions concerns the study of ependomorphisms 
between groups given by means of generators and defining relations. 
They have been considered by Pride in cases when G is a one-
relator group with torsion.Using methods similar to those of Pride 
we obtain positive results for certain other groups particularly small 
cancellation groups.A problem related to Hopficity (stability) is 
also studied in Chapter Two. 
In Chapter Three we study two questions.The first is.Let G=<X;R> 
and suppose that all elements of R can be expressed in the free 
group F on X as a set of freely reduced words T in a set of 
words W in X • Does sgp(W) have presentation < h ; T(h) > 
under the mapping h ~ > W? 
We look at this question in detail and g1ve many positive as well 
as negative results. 
1.11 
1V 
The other question 1n Chapter Three concerns malnormality.It 1S 
known that a subset of the generators of a one-relator group with 
torsion generates a malnormal subgroup.Is this result true for 
small cancellation groups? We show that the answer to this question 
is no in general but yes if all the relators are proper powers 
greater than two. 
NOTE TO THE READER 
The discussion in §1.1 gives the problems to be studied 
in this thesis and the broad strategy used to tackle 
these problems. In §1.2 we give an indication of the 
extent of our knowledge of these problems, excluding 
the work done in the thesis. New results obtained in 
this thesis are surveyed in §1.3. These three sections 
together give an overall view of the whole thesis. In 
§1.4 we give the necessary background results of snlall 
cancellation theory which are used in later chapters. 
Chapters Two and Three are independent of each other, but 
depend upon Chapter One. 
v 
NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Sets are usually denoted by Gothic letters, e.g. R. We will 
adopt the usual notation of set theory. If A and B are sets, 
A \ B will denote the set of elements of A which are not 
elements of B; A f:, B will denote the set of elements in either 
A or B, but not in both. The cardinal of a set A will be denoted 
by IAI. It is sometimes useful to treat a set as an ordered 
tuple, and vice versa. This we do whenever expedient, and 
no confusion is likely. The elements of a set A will be denoted 
by A.~ a. or a. By A c B we mean that A 1S a proper subset of B. 
'l, 'l, 
We sometimes use B J A for A c B. For ease of notation we write 
a for {a}. If V and Ware sets with Ivi = IWI, then V = W denotes 
the set of equations V· = W. for some fixed ordering of V and W. 
'l, 'l, 
The context should make it clear which ordering is meant. If X 
is a set, we say that W is a word in X if it is a word in the 
elements of X. 
Undefined concepts and notation will be as in Magnus, Karrass and 
Solitar [1966J, which will be referred to as MKS from now on. 
-1 -1 Let G be a group. The commutator g h gh of two elements g 
and h of G will be denoted by [g~ hJ. We denote the commutator 
subgroup of G by G'. Two elements g~ h of G are conjugate if there 
-1 h is an f in G with f gf = h, and we write g ~ . If W is a 
subset of G, then sgpG W will denote the subgroup of G generated 
by the elements of W. The G in sgpc is omitted if it is clear 
what G should be. If W is a subset of G and a 1S an element of C, 
sgp { W ,01 is the subgroup of G gener ated by W u {a} : 0 ther simi 1 ar 
abuses of notation will be used. 
V1 
When a group G is glven ln terms of generators X and defining 
relators, words in X will often be identified with the 
elements of G which they define. The context should make it 
clear when this identification is being made. In particular, 
if W is a set of words in X then sgp W will denote the subgroup 
of G generated by a set of elements of G defined by the words 
• W d . WG 1n , an we wrlte < > for the normal closure of W in G. 
The identity of any group, and the subgroup it generates will 
be denoted by 1. 
The group G will be called an r-generator group if and only if 
it has a subset W of cardinality r, such that spg W = G (for some 
ordering of W). W is then called a generating r-tuple of G. 
Let G = <X ; R>, and let V~ W be words in the generators X of G. 
v = W will mean that V and Ware the same word; 
if V and W define the same element of G, then it will 
be said that V is equal to W in G, written V = W in G, 
G 
V = W or just V = W if G is understood; 
V and W will be said to be freely equal if and only 
if V can be transformed into W by a finite sequence 
of insertion and deletions of pairs of the form 
-1 -1 f X xx and x x, where x is an element 0 ; 
V will be said to be freely reduced if and only if it 
-1 -1 X has no subwords of the form x x or xx for x E , 
and will be said to be cyclically reduced if and only 
if all cyclic permutations of it are freely reduced. 
\'11 
Suppose G = <X ; R/ and that T is a set. We write T(X) 
to indicate that T is a set of words in X. By T = 1 we 
mean that each element of T defines the identity in G. 
The number of symbols in the word W will be called the 
length of W, and be denoted by trW). A word V will be said 
to be more than half of W if and only if V 1S a subword of 
Wand 9,(V) > ~t(W). Concepts such as less than half, exactly 
half etc. are defined in an analogous manner. We say that 
W contains V if V is a subword of W • 
If W is a word in X, then x E X will be said to occur with exponent 
a. 
a. in W if and only if W = Px Q, where neither the last symbol of 
-1 P nor the first symbol of Q is x or x • If x occurs with exponent 
different from zero in W then it will be said that W involves x~ 
or equivalently that x occurs in W. If x occurs with exponents 
a. , ••• , a. in W then the exponent sum of x in W is ) n 
wri tten a (W). 
x 
n 
L 
i=1 
a. ., 
~ 
The set of generators occur1ng 1n a word W is written o(W). 
and 1S 
If X is a set, F(X) denotes the free group on X. We will denote by 
Fn a free group of rank n; the context will make it clear what the 
generators of Fn are. 
A mapp1ng ~ from a group G into a group H will usually be g1ven by 
its action on a generating tuple of G, and by ¢(gl' ... , gn) 
we will mean (~gl~ ... , ¢gn). The kerne~ of ~ will be written 
ker ¢. Let X, 9 be sets with IXI = Igi. By Xrlg we mean the 
mapping taking x. to q. for some fixed ordering of X and g. 
1 ' 7, 
If G and H are two groups then G*H denotes the free product of G 
and H. If 9 is a subset of G and h is a subset of H with 
Igl = Ihl then G * H or G * H will denote the generalised free 
g=h 9 h-1 
product of G and H amalgamating spg 9 with spg h, under the 
mapp ing 9 ~h. 
We will also use the notation H (~ G.) to mean the generalised 
h t....:. t. . - g. 
t. t. 
free product of groups Hand G. with u h. amalgamated with u g. 
t. • t. . t. 
t. t. 
under the mapping h.~g .,where h. E Hand g. E G .. 
t. t. t. t. t.' 
Throughout the thesis E, E' and variations of these denote 
integers of modulus 1. We will also need the ZexographicaZ ordering 
of p-tuples of integers. We say that (n 1, n2, ••• , nr ) is less than 
. . . , m ), if whenever i is the smallest j for which p 
n. # m., then n. < m .. Minimality of p-tuples of integers 
J J t. t. 
will always be with respect to this ordering, subject to any other 
stated restrictions. 
If a,n and m are integers the fact that a divides m will be written 
aim and if n-m is a multiple of a we write m = nmoda~ 
lX 
The following notations are introduced in the text.The numbers in brackets refer 
to the pages where the notations are introduced. 
C' ()..J 
C(p) 
'" C(p) 
p 
small cancellation condition(19). 
small cancellation condition(20). 
small cancellation condition(60). 
the 'piece' function(21). 
symmetrized set(21). 
(28). 
induced automorphism(S). 
CHAPTER ONE 
§l.l The Problems, 
Two problems of interest to group theorists are the following. 
Let G be a group. 
A. Under what conditions is G Hopfian? [Recall that a group 
is said to be Hop/ian if all its ependomorphisms are automorphisms, 
otherwise it is non-Hopfiano] 
B. Under what conditions does G have a finitely generated, or 
even finitely presented, automorphism group? 
In this thesis we will be concerned with the above questions 
in the case when G is given in terms of generators and defining 
relations. 
A third problem in which we will be interested is the isomorphism 
problem. 
c. Given a set J of group presentations, is there an algorithm 
to decide whether or not any two elements of J define isomorphic 
groups? 
The isomorphism problem for J will be denoted by ISOP(J), and we say 
that ISOP(J) is solvable if such an algorithm exists. 
One feature in common to all these problems is that they concern 
homomorphisms from one group onto another (where the groups may 
coincide). Let p be a homomorphism from a group G1 onto a group G~o 
Then p must take every generating set of G1 onto a generating set 
of G2 8 Thus, work on the above questions leads us to a study 
of generators .. 
Let F denote the free group freely generated by X and let G 
be a Ixi - generator groupo Suppose that 9 and gl are generating 
I XI - tuples of GQ Then 9 and 9 I are said to be N1:elsen equ-:'valent 
if there is an automorphism X~Y(X) of F, such that gl = Y(g)w 
Also, 9 and gl are said to lie in the same T-system if there is 
an automorphism 8 of G such that gl is Nielsen equivalent to 
T-systems are related in a natural ",ray to presentations ~ Let 9 
be a generating Ixl - tuple of G and let R S F. Then <X . R> ,
is a presentation of G associated ~ith 9 if and only if the kernel 
of the mapping F -+ G given by X ~ 9 is < R F > • 
LEMMA. If· <X ; R> is a presentation of G associated ~ith 
the Ixl - tuple ~then gl lies in the same T-system as 9 if and 
only if there is an automorphism ¢ of F such that <X ; ¢(R» is 
a presentation of G associated ~ith glo 
Proof. If 9 and gl lie in the same T-system, then there are 
-1 -1 
automorphisms 8, ¢ of G and F respectively, with ¢ : X H Y (X) 
and gl = Y(8g). Let a : F~G be given by X~~ g. Then the kernel 
of a is <R>F. Let B: F-)G be given by X~)glo Then it is easily 
1 F 
seen that e = 8a¢- , and so the kernel of B is <¢(R» 0 
Conversely suppose <X ; R> and <X ; ¢(R» are presentations of G 
associated with 9 and 9 1 respectively, where ¢ is an automorphism 
of Fo He will show that 9 and gl lie in the same T-systern.. Let 
<P : X ~ Z (X), 4>-1 : 
Then y : X J~ Y (g) • 
x ~ Y (X), and consider the diagram: 
a : X ~ 9 I" Ker a = <4> (R) >F 
B : X ~> g, Ker B = <R>F 
But ker y = Ker B4>-1 = <<p(R»F = ker a, 
so there is an automorphism S of G such that Sy = a o Thus 
gl = Y(S(g)), and so 9 and gl lie in the same T-system, as requiredu 
II 
It is not difficult to show (see Neumann and Neumann [1951J) 
that Nielsen equivalence is an equivalence relation, and so 
the class of generating IXI - tuples splits into disjoint 
classes called Nielsen equivalence classes of generating 
Ixi - tuples (or Nielsen equivalence classes if X or IXI 
is understood). Lying in the same T-system is also an 
equivalence relation, and each T-system is the union of 
Nielsen equivalence classes. 
The usefulness of T-systems and Nielsen equivalence classes in 
connection with Problems A - C stems from the following results. 
PROPOSITION A. Suppose that all generating Ixi - tuples of G 
lie in the same T-system as q" and that <X ; R> is a presentation 
of G associated Lnth go Suppose also that <R>F has thf' propert~J 
F F 
that whenever< R> ~ <~(R» for an automorphism * of F then 
<* (R) >F = <R>Ji'. Then G is Hopfiano 
3 
Proof. Let y be an ependomorphism of G. l'e will shm., that 
y is an automorphism. Since y is onto , yg generates C, and so 
lies i.n the same T-system as go By the Lemma, there is an 
automorphism ~ of F such that <X ; ~ (R) > is a presentation of 
G associated with yg. Let a : F -+ G be defined by X~ g, and 
S : F -+ G be defined by X l-4yg. 
Then the following diagram commutes: 
Clearly keY' a £ keY' ya. F Moreover keY' a = <R> and 
keY' yet = keY'S = <~(R»F. Thus keY' a. = keY' ya. (by the conditions 
F imposed on <R> ), and so y is an· automorphism, as required. 
II 
We call a set R satisfying the conditions in the proposition stable, 
otherwise it is unstable. This extends the definition given in 
Pride [1976bJ, where 'stable' is defined for normal subgroups only. 
Note that strictly speaking we must g~ve the free group in which we 
are working before stability is meaningful, for it is conceivable 
that a set R may be stable in one free group but unstable in 
another. I would conjecture, however, that this cannot happen, 
but as yet have no proof of this, except when R consists of a 
single element of Fo ~fuen we say that R is stable, the context 
should make it clear which free group is intended o 
4 
PROPOSITION B. Let <X ; R> be a rresentat1~n of e associated 
with the generating Ixi - tuple g" and suppose the 7-systerr: 
containing 9 is the union of finitely many Nielsen equ1:valpY'ce 
F F 
classes. Let ~ = {~ : ~ E Aut(F) : <~(R» = <R>}. If ~ is 
finitely generated then Aut(e) is finitely generated. 
Proof. Define a mapping * of ~ into Aut(e) as follo~7so If 
~ : X..--. V (X) then ~ *9 = V (g). The mapping * is an antihomomorphism 
(see MKSp130), and so the image of ~ under * is finitely generatedo 
Now let N1" N2" "" "" Np be the distinct Nielsen equivalence classes 
whose union is the T-system containing go Assume 9 E N1, and 
let gl E Ni. Then there is a ~ E Aut F defined by ¢: X~y(X) 
and G. E Aut(e) such that g' = V(8 .(g)). Since V(8 .(g)) = 8 .(V(g)) 
'[, '[, '[, '[, 
it follows that g' is the image under 8i of an element of N1 , 
Conversely any element of N1 maps onto an.element of N. under 8 '. 
'[, '[, 
-1 
Suppose e E Aut(e). Then 9g E Ni for some i, and so 9i e E N1 • 
-1 . Consequently 9. e = ~* for some ~ E~. Hence the ~mage of 
t. 
~ under * has finite index in Aut(e)" so Aut(G) must be finitely 
generated if ~* iso 
II 
The next proposition concerns the isomorphism problem. To make the 
formulation simpler a few preliminary remarks will be made o 
Let J be a recursive set of finite presentations of groups, and 
let ~ ~ be a fixed but arbitrary countably infinite 
.. " ]" '" 2" "" 0 • 
alphabet. Then if <Y ; S> E J where Ivi = n, one can replace 
the ~enerating symbols in V by Xl" x 2" x and make the ;'" 
corresponding changes to the relations S. 
5 
The above procedure gives a set of finite presentations on 
the fixed alphabet xl' X2' 88. 0 The procedure is clearly 
effective, so the isomorphism problem for the new set is 
solvable if and only if it is solvable for the original set 10 
PROPOSITION C. Let 1 be a recursive set of finite presentations 
on a fixed alphabet xl' x2' 0." and suppose ever!:1 element of 1 
defines a group with one T-systemo If there is an algorithm to 
o " • , x ; R >, <xl' x 2' ""., x; S > m ,n
in 1, with m ~ n, whether or not there is an automorphism of 
Fn such that <R U {xm+l ' .00, xn } >Fn = <~(S»Fn,then ISOP(J) 
is solvable. 
Proof. Suppose G = <xl' • 0 ., xm; R> and H = <xl' x 2' o " ", x· n' 
where <xl" •• 0, x· m' R> and <xl" • • • .J X • n' S> belong to 1, and 
m ~ n. Let X = (xl' 
" " 0 " 
x ), 
n R = R U {xm+l ' • 0 ." x } n and 
S>, 
G = <X ; R>L Clearly G ~ G. Now if H E G then, since H has one 
T-system (of generating n-tuples), it follows froM the Lemma that 
-F' F ~ € Aut (Fn) " Conversely, if <R> n = <~ (S) > n for some 
- F' F ~ € Aut(F ) then clearly H .: G. The <R> n = <~ (S) > n for some n 
result now follows immediately. 
" 
The study of generating sets leads us onto another 0uestion. 
D. Let G = <X ; R> and suppose that all elements of R can be 
expressed in F as freely reduced words T in a set of words W in Y.. 
Does sgpW have presentation <h ; T(h) > under the map h too-) I,'? 
If it does we will say that sgpW has the obv7.:ous presentation, 
6 
7 
A group G has a group H as factor if G ; (H*K)/N, for same 
K and for so~~ normal subgroup N of H*K, with H embedded 
into G by the natural map ~ : H*K ~ G. 
The relationship between this notion and Problem D is best 
illustrated by an examplew Suppose H = <h ; T(h», K = F and 
N -- < { h. W.-1 •• ,,' c I} >H * K. X T (I.J) t. t. v ~ Then G = < ; ~ >, and if G has H as a 
factor, sgp W has the obvious presentation. These considera tions 
lead to the following proposition, the proof of which is almost 
immediate. 
PROPOSITION Do Let G = <X; R>, and suppose that all elements of 
R can be expressed in F as freely reduced words T in a set H of 
free ly reduced UXJrds 1:n X.. Then sgp G~~ has the obvious presentation 
if and only if G has <h ; T(h) > as a factor, with h~ H(X) under 
the natUf'lal map. 
II 
We will also be looking briefly at the two-generator problem 2GP, 
which for a group G given by a presentation <X ; R> is the algorithmic 
problem of deciding for any pair of words Tl1, W2 in X 1;.;rhether or not 
{W1, W2 } generates G. 
The remainder of this chapter is divided into three partso In 
§ 1.2 a brief survey of the literature concerning Problems f. - D 
is g1ven. This is followed in §1.3 by a summary of the main 
results of the thesis. § 104 is devoted to preliminary results 
including the basic results of small cancellation theory. These 
will be used extensively in Chapter Two. 
Chapter Two mainly concerns the study of Problems A-C. Some 
results concerning the 2GP are also obtained. 
In Chapter Three Problem D and related questions are studied. 
§1.2 Survey of the literature. 
In this section we give a brief survey of the literature concern1ng 
Problems A - D, in the case where the groups are given by means 
of a presentation. In fact very little is known about these 
problems in this case, since most work has been done on groups 
known to possess other group-theoretic properties. The question 
as to when a presentation defines a group having these additional 
properties is usually as difficult as answering the original 
problem. 
The question of Hopficity was first raised by Hopf [1930J, who, 
using topological methods, showed that the fundamental group of a 
closed two-dimensional orientable manifold is Hopfian. For a 
long time it was thought that all finitely generated groups would 
be Hopfian. However Neumann [1950J produced an infinitely related 
two-generator non-Hopfian group. The first finitely presented 
non-Hopfian group was produced by Higman [1951J. This was a 
three-generator, two-relator group. Many examples then followed, 
and Baumslag and Solitar [1962J gave a family of two-generator 
one-relator non-Hopfian groups. 
It has been known for a long time that finitely generated (absolutely) 
free groups are Hopfian (see MKS, pI09). A difficult open problem 
is whether or not finitely generated relatively free groups are 
Hopfian. For a discussion of this question and a summary of known 
results see Hanna Neumann [1967, Chapter 41. 
8 
The free product of two finitely generated Hopfian groups is aga1n 
Hopfian (Dey and Neumann [1970l). It has been shown however 
that the free product of two Hopfian groups need not be Hopfian 
(M. Newman and Sichler [1973J). Also the direct product of two 
finitely generated Hopfian groups need not be Hopfian. In fact 
there exists a non-trivial finitely generated group isomorphic 
to its direct square (see Tyrer Jones [1974J). 
Hirshon has obtained partial results concerning the question 
as to when the direct product of Hopfian groups is again Hopfian. 
For a list of this work and other references which may be of interest, 
see Hirshon [1975J. 
Finitely generated residually finite groups are Hopfian 
(Magnus [1969J), and many results stem from this. For example, 
the free product of two residually finite groups, amalgamating 
finite subgroups, is residually finite (Baumslag [1963J); as is the 
HNN extension of a residually finite group if the associated 
subgroups are finite (Tretkoff [1977J). The residual finiteness 
(and thus Hopficity) of Fuchsian groups has been known for some time. 
(For this result and a review of residual finiteness see 
Magnus [1969J.) If G = <X ; R> is Hopfian, then so is G = <X ; ~> 
(Baumslag [1967aJ). Thus if VeX) and wry) are non-trivial freely 
reduced words in X and Y respectively, then <X, Y; (VW)n> is Hopfian, 
since <X, Y; VW> is residually finite (Baumslag [1964J). 
Dunwoody [1971J has shown that if IXI is finite <X ; R'> 1S Hopfian 
whenever <X ; R> is. 
Pride [1977aJ has shown that two-generator one-relator groups with 
torsion, and certain other two-generator groups, are Hopfian. 
9 
Some of Pride's results apply to small cancellation groups. 
Other results on the Hopficity of small cancellation groups are 
contained in Pride [1976bJ. Also of interest are the papers 
of Brunner [19771, Collins [1977J, Frederick [1963J and Meskin 
[1972J, in which the Hopficity or residual finiteness of 
certain one-relator groups are studied. 
In a series of papers, P~senberger has used the theorem 
of Pride that a one-relator group ,vith torsion which has one 
T-system is Hopfian, to establish the Hopficity of 
various one~elator groups (see P~senberger [1977cJ). In 
particular, he obtained some results on the Hopficity of 
the groups <X, Y; (UV)n> mentioned above o 
Less is known about Problem B than is known about Problem A. 
Baumslag, Cannonito and Miller [1977J have shown that the 
automorphism group of a finitely presented group is recursively 
presentable. However, the automorphism group need not be 
finitely presentable. In fact Lewin [1967J, has given an 
example of a 3-generator 5-relator group whose automorphism 
group is not finitely presentable. The paper of Frank and Kahn [1977J 
may also be of interest in connection with automorphism groups. 
Pride [1977aJ has shown that the automorphism groups of two-generator 
one-relator groups with torsion are finitely presented o Rosenberger 
[1977cJ has shown that certain many-generator one-relator groups 
with torsion have finitely generated automorphism groups. 
The isomorphism problem is a difficult one. It is kno,m that in 
general it is unsolvable: to be more precise there is a recursive 
set of finite presentations of groups such that ISOP(J) ~s 
unsolvable (Rabin [19581, Adjan [1958J)0 In fact there ~s not 
even a general and effective procedure to decide whether a finite 
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ISOP(]) is solvable if all the presentations in ] have no defining 
relations, or all the presentations in ] are finite and are known 
to present Abelian groups (MKS pc25). 
If ] consists of two-generator one-relator presentations, where 
the relation is a proper power, then ISOP(]) is solvable 
(Pride [1977aJ). Rosenberger [1977cJ has shown ISOP(]) to he 
solvable when] is a recursive set of one-relator presentations 
satisfying certain conditions, and Meskin [1975J has solved the 
isomorphism problem for certain one-relator presentations. 
1 1 
As far as we are aware, Problem D has not been studied before. However, 
the results of Pride i1976aJ give us a positive answer to the 
problem in certain cases, where R consists of a single relation 
and G has torsion. Further reference to Pride's results will be 
made in Chapter Three. 
§1.3 Survey of the thesis. 
In this section we give a survey of the main results of the thesis. 
Many of these results concern small cancellation groups, and so we 
;' . 
will give here a brief resumee of the relevant concepts concernlng 
these groups to facilitate reading of this survey. Fuller 
information about these concepts is given in §1 .4. 
* If R is a subset of a free group F, then the symmetrized closure R 
of R is the set consisting of all cyclically reduced conjugates of 
elements of R and their lnverses. If R = ~ then R is said to be 
symmetrized. If Sand T are distinct elements of R with 
S = BS and T ; BT, then B 
. 
1S called a piece (relative to R). If no element of R is the product 
of less than p pieces then R is said to satisfy C(p) and to be a e(p) 
set. A group G with presentation <X~R>, 1S called a small cancellation 
* group if R satisfies C(6). Let A > O. If t(B) < A~(S) whenever B 
is a piece and S = BS E R then R is said to satisfy C'(A), and to be 
a C'(A) set. 
The main work of the thesis begins 1n Chapter Two. 
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§2.1 is elementary in nature and is concerned with obtaining information 
about stable subsets of the free group F2 on a,b. 
F2 
Let R be a subset of F2 contained in <a> but not in F2. Then R is 
said to have simple exponents. From our point of view the importance of 
sets having simple exponents stems from the fact that if Rand shave 
F2 F2 
simple exponents and «1dR» ~ <S> for some automorphism cj) of F
2
, 
then cj) differs by an inner automorphism from an automorphism of the 
E A E' form a ~ a , b t--+ a b (see 2.2). This fact makes the study of 
stability easier by giving us an explicit form for the automorphisms 
of F2 which we need to consider. 
It follows easily from the result just mentioned that if all elements 
of R are of the form 
Ci.1 Ci.2 a bE a 
then R is stable (see 2.5). 
A word of the above form will be called b-alternatinr. In addition 
a word which is the product of two b-alternating words (but is not 
itself b-alternating) will be called quasi b-alternating. We show 
. 
1n 2.6 that if R is a subset of F2, ~hose elements are either 
b-alternating or quasi b-alternating, and if R has simple exponents, 
then R is stable. 
Also in §2.1 we show the following result. Let R have simple exponents 
F2 F2 
and suppose that <~(R» = <R> for some automorphisM ~ of F2 ~hich, 
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up to an inner automorphism is neither the identity nor the automorphisM 
defined by a t--+ a -1, b ~ b -1. Then R is stable. (See 2.7.) 
In 2.8 we give an example of an unstable subset of F2 having 
F2 F2 
exponents, for which <R> = <~(R» ,when 1J is defined by a 
simple 
b ~ b-1 
A generalisation of the idea of simple exponents is that of proportional 
, 
exponents. If R ~ F2 and R t F2 ' then R is said to have proportional 
exponents if for all S,T E R, OarS) 0b(T) = 0b(S) 0a(T). It is not 
difficult to show that if R has proportional exponents, then there is 
an automorphism ~ of F2 such that w(R) has simple exponents. (See 2.9.) 
This result, together with the fact that if R is stable then so is ¢(R) 
for any automorphism ~ of F2, extends the scope of the results obtained 
in §2.1. 
The major results of Chapter Two come in §§2.2, 2.3. In §2.2 we obtain 
information concerning the stability of certain small cancellation sets. 
Let R be a finite set satisfying C'(A). Pride r1976b 1 asks if R is 
stable for sufficiently small A. In §2.2 we give a partial answer to 
* this question as follows. Let R satisf1f C(R), and ha1'e sirrrpZe (':rpo,,:el~:.'. 
Suppose that the exponents of a in R are bounded in r':(J(7,J.?US. Then R 
is stabZe. (See 2.10.) 
We give examples to show that, with the possible exception of the 
C(B) condition, none of the hypotheses of the theorem can be omitted. 
(See 2.11, 2.12.) These examples are, however, infinitely related. 
Also in §2.2 we prove the following. Let J be a recursive set of 
two-generator finite presentations. For all <a~b;R> E J~ suppose 
that if G = <a~b ; R>, then G has one T-system. Moreover assume 
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that R* satisfies C'(l/B), has simple exponents, and that the exponents 
of a in R are bounded in modulus. Then ISOP(J) is solvable. (See 2.13.) 
In §2.3 we turn to another problem raised in Pride r1976bl. Problem 3 
of Pride r1976b] asks when does a small cancellation group have one 
* T-system? Pride suggests that the case G = <X ; R>, where R satisfies 
C'(A) for small enough A, and where all the elements of R are proper 
powers, might be worth investigating. In §2.3 we concentrate on the 
two-generator case, and show, using the techniques of Pride r1975 1 , that 
if G = <a,t ; R>, where R* satisfies C'( 1/24), and where all elements 
of R are proper powers and t-alternating, then any generating pair of 
G is Nielsen equivalent to a pair of the foY'm (all, t) where 11 1:S coprime 
to the order of a. Moreover 2GP is solvable for G. (See 2.14.) 
If R :t F' (a, t), it follows innnediately from this and Proposition B that 
G has finitely generated automorphism group. Moreover, it follows from 
Proposition A that if a has infinite order then G is Hopfian. 
Also, it follows from Proposition C that if J is the set of presentations 
<a,t ; R>, where R ¢ F' is finite, satisfies the hypotheses of the 
theorem, and ak J R for any k (i.e. a defines an element of infinite 
order), then ISOP(J) is solvable. 
It turns out in fact that the last two results mentioned in the 
previous paragraphs still hold even when a has finite order. 
The theorem stated above is just a special case of a more general 
result. Let S (a,b) be a symmetrized subset of F2 
Suppose all elements of S k are proper powers and a 
satisfying C'(1/12). 
€ S if and only if 
bk € S. Let R(a,t) = S(a,t-1at). Then every generating pair of 
G = <a,t : R> is Nielsen equivalent to a pair of the form (a~,t) where 
~ is coprime to the order of a. (See 2.15.) 
This is proved in a series of lemmas. One of these, possibly of 
independent interest, states the following. Let G = <a,b ; R>, where 
R* satisfies C'(1/12), and where all elements of R are proper powers. 
~1 -1 ~2 ~1 Let W € G, and Y = sgp {a ,W b W}. Then Y n sgp {a} = sgp {a }. 
Moreover, if Y n sgp {b} ~ 1, then W ~ bB aa for some a, S. (See 2.19.) 
Chapter Three is mainly concerned with Problem D. We give examples 
) 5 
of classes of sets Wand groups G for which sgpC W does have the obvious 
presentation. But first we give some examples to illustrate why sgpC W 
may not have the obvious presentation. Our first positive result is 
Let C = <X ; R>, and let W be a set of cyclically reduced words in X 
such that no V € l~ is a proper power and if U, V € 1AJ u)ith U con,jugate 
±1 - * R' to V then U = V. Suppose that W satisfies C(6) and can be wr~tten 
as a set of freely reduced words T in W. Then sgpG W has the obvious 
presentation. (See 3.1.) 
In fact we prove more than this, but the exact result 1S too technical 
to give here. 
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A concept which has proved useful in studying the subgroups of groups 
given in terms of generators and defining relations is (a~b)-admissibility. 
Pride rt976al has proved the following. n Let G = <a,X ~ b ; R > where 
n > 1 and let R be cyclically reduced. Let (U, w~ V) be (a~~)-admissible. 
Then either sgp {U, W~ V} is freely generated by{U~ W~ V} or 
sgp {U~ ~J, V} is a one-relator group with torsion. The second possibility 
arises if and only if some conjugate of R can be freely expressed in the 
free group on X, a, b~ as a word P(U, W, V) in U, W, V~ in which case 
sgp {U, W, V} has presentation <f~g~h; ~(f~ ~,g» under the mapping 
f ~ U~ h ~ W, g ~ V. (See 3.4.) 
We make two generalisations of (a, b)-admissibility. The first allows 
us to solve problem D for various types of presentations, and the second 
enables us to retain the conclusion of the above theorem. 
Let G = <X ; R>. 
sgpG {W., o(W.) n 
1.- 1.-
Then W is n-admissible if W = (W 1' 
i-l 
. .. , W ) and 
n 
u 
j=l 
(o(W.)} is freely generated by these for i = 
J 
1 ~ ... , n 
. where W is taken to be the set of those elements of X not occurr1ng 
o 
in elements of W. We prove the following theorem in 3.6. 
Let G = <X ; R>, and suppose that W is n-admissible for some n. Suppose 
that R can be wpitten in F(X) as freely reduced words T in W. Then 
sgp W has the obvious presentation. 
Let G = <a, X, b ; R>. The pair (U, W) is a-admissible (relative to r) 
if all elements of R are cyclically reduced, and involve both a and },; 
U is a freely reduced word in a, X which involves a; and all elements 
of Ware freely reduced words in b, X which freely generate a subgroup 
of C. 
In order to generalise the result of Pride mentioned above we need, 
in addition to the concept of a-admissibility, the following definition. 
Let R be a set of cyclic words on X, and let W be a set of words W. 
t-
in X which freely generate a subgroup of F(X). Consider the set of 
cyclic words in W, which when rewritten in terms of X and reduced give 
elements of R. Break each word U in this set to give a set of words T 
in W. Clearly T depends upon Rand W, but we will surpress this 
T* dependence. Also T depends upon the way the words were broken, but 
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does not. In 3.7 we prove the following generalisation of Pride's result. 
Let G = <a, X, b ; Rn>, n > 1. Let W = {U, V} where ([I, V) is a-admissible 
relative to b. Then spg cf1 = <h; T(h) > under the mapping h ~ ~\l 
and where T is defined above. In particular if T is non-empty then 
sgpGW is a one-relator group with torsion. 
A similar result is obtained for certain small cancellation groups. 
Unfortunately, however, we find it necessary to impose more stringent 
conditions on U, for the proof to work in this case. (See 3.8.) 
* Let G = <a, X, b ; R>, where R satisfies C(13) with all elements of R 
proper powers ~ 3. Let W = (U, V) be a-admissible relative to b. 
Finally, suppose that U begins and ends in aE• Then sgpc W = <h;T(h» 
under the mapping h ~ W. (see 3.3). 
An example is given to show that the condition ~ 3 1n the theorem cannot 
be replaced by ~ 2. 
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In the final section (§3.2) we change direction slightly and consider 
the malnormality of subsets of generators in certain small cancellation 
groups. 
Recall that a subgroup H of a group G is said to be malnormal in G if 
whenever g E G, h E H, and g-l hg E H, then g E H or h = 1. B. Newman rI973: 
has shown that if n G = <X; R >, where n > 1, R is a cyclically reduced 
word in X , then every subset of X generates a malnorrnal subgroup of G. 
This result has turned out to be very important in the development of 
the theory of one-relator groups with torsion (see for example 
B. Newman f1973 1 , Pride f1975l). We generalise Newman's result as follows. 
* Let G = <X, Y ; R> with R satisfying C'(l/6) and all elements of R 
which involve both X-symbols and V-symbols are powers 
sgpGY is maZnormaZ in G. (See 3. 10. ) 
> 7 
_ t). Then 
An example is given to show that the condition ~ 3 in the theorem 
cannot be replaced by ~ 2. 
It) 
§1.4 Preliminary results. 
The main aim of this section is to introduce the notation and 
. 
major results of small cancellation theory in a form which will 
be of use in later chapters. We have, where possible, used standard 
notation (see Schupp [1972J), but for the sake of clarity have 
occasionally modified it. Other useful results will also be given 
here for convenience. 
* If R . a subset of a free group F then the symmetrized closure R 1.S 
of R . the set consisting of all cyclically reduced conjugates of elements 1.S 
* of R and their inverses. If R = R , then R is said to be symmetrized. 
If Sand T are distinct elements of R with S = BS and T = BT, then B 
is called a piece (relative to R). Where R is understood we will 
omit the phrase "relative to R". 
If S E Rand S; Pl ... PiT, where the Pj's are all pieces, then T 1.S 
called an i-remnant (relative to R). 
Small cancellation conditions on a set R restrict the 'size' of p1.eces. 
The most common condition is C'(A) where A is a non-zero positive real 
number. 
Condition C' (A) • If 9.,{B) < A £(S) whenever B is a p1.ece and 
S = BS E R then R is said to satisfy C'(A), and to be a C'(A) set. 
A more abstract condition, which does not depend upon length of words 
in the sense used above, is C(p) where p is a natural number. 
Condition C(p). If no element of R is a product of fewer than p 
pieces then R is said to satisfy C(p), and to be a C(p) set. 
A group G with presentation <X ; R> is called a small cancellation 
* group if R satisfies C(6). 
It is not difficult to see that C'(A) implies C(q) for A ~ l/(q-l), 
but no C(p) condition implies a C'(A) condition. Both C'(A) and C(p) 
• 
conditions will be used in the sequel. 
The fundamental result of small cancellation theory 1S the lemma due 
to Greendlinger [1960J. 
1.1 GREENDLINGER1S LEMMA. Let R* satisfy C(6). Let W be a 
non-trivial, freely reduced consequence of R. Then for some 
cyclically reduced conjugate V of W, either V c R* or V has the 
m 
fo~ V; IT V.T., where each Tk is an Ik - remnant. The number 
. 1 1, 1, 
1,= 
m and the numbers Ik satisfy: 
II 
This lemma is the starting point of many of our proofs, though not in 
the form given here. We will state and prove (where necessary) some 
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consequences of Greendlinger's lemma which are sometimes themselves called 
Greendlinger's lemma in the literature. 
1.2 COROLLARY. Let R* satisfy C(6) and W be a non-trivial freely 
reduced consequence of R. Then for some cy~lically reduced 
conjugate V of W., either: 
(i) V E R* ., 
or contains 
two disjoint l-remnants., or 
three disjoint 2-remnants., or 
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(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
four disjoint subwords., two 2-remnants and two 3-remnants, or 
five disjoint subwordS., four 3-remants and one 2-remnant, or 
six disjoint 3-remnants. 
In particular if V I R*., V contains m + 1 disjoint m-remnants where 
o < m ~ 3. 
II 
The proof of this follows closely that of the Corollary of Theorem I 
of Schupp [1970J, and is therefore omitted. 
We will need some information on the way pieces behave, and so we define 
the following function (the 'piece' function) p from the set of 
freely reduced words in X to the extended natural numbers. 
pew) = minimum number of p1eces 1n which W can be written, or 00 
P will be useful when dealing with C(p) sets and corresponds with ~ 
when dealing with C'(A) sets. 
103 LEMMA. If UV is freely reduced~ then 
p(U) + p(V) - 1 ~ p(UV) ~ p(U) + p(V). 
Proof. If one of p(U) or .p(V) = 00, the lemma holds~ If 
U = P1 •• 0 Pr~ V = Q1 ••• Qs with Pi' Qi pieces then 
UV = P1 ... Pr Ql ... Qs implies that 
p(UV) ~ p(U) + p(V). 
If UV ~ W1 ••• Wi Wi+1o •• Wt , with Wi pieces, then for some 1 ~ i ~ t 
with W. ; W.'W.", and since a subword of a piece is a piece 
~ ~ ~ 
1 + p(UV) ~ p(U) + p(V). 
II 
'.4 COROLLARY. (1) If W = Slo •• Sn is freely reduced, then 
P(Sl) + ••• + p(Sn) + 1 - n ~ p(W) ~ P(Sl) + ... + p(Sn). 
(2) If Z is cyclically reduced~ 
p(Z) 
n ~ p(Z ) - 1 + 1 
n 
~d 
n (p(Z)-l) + 1 n ~ p(Z ) ~ n p(Z). 
II 
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1~5 LEMMA. Let R* satisfy C(6) and let W be a non-trivial 
cyclically reduced consequence of R. Suppose also that 
W r R*. Then some cyclically reduced conjugate V of W emd ~>:s a 
3-remnant, T, of some S E R* with 2 + p(S) < p(V). 
Proof. Some cyclically reduced conjugate V of W contains m + 1 disjoint 
* m-remnants T. of S. E R. Without loss of generality we may 
~ ~ 
assume that 
m+l 
V ~ II 
i=l 
V.T., 1 
~ ~ 
So 
m+l 
p(V) ~ E 
1 
m+l 
~ E 
1 
p(V.T.) - m by 1.4 
~ ~ 
p(T.) - m. 
~ 
Let S be one of the S.'s with minimum p(S.), p(say), then ~ ~ 
p(V) ~ (m + l)(p - m) - m and if 2 + p(S) ~ p(V) then 
2 + P ~ p(V) ~ (m + l)(p - m) - m so that (m + 2)m + 2 ~ m p . 
in other words p $ (m + 2) + ~ < 6, contradicting the C(6) 
m 
condition. 
II 
1" 6 COROLLARY. Let R* satisfy C' (~) and let W be a non-trivial 
cyclically reduced consequence of R. Suppose also that 
W I R*. Then some cyclically redu.ced conjugate V of W C')r:tains 
a 3-remnant~ T~ of some S E R* with t(S) < t(V). 
II 
1. 7 LEt~MA. Suppose aa.~ a. > 1 occurs 1,n S E R*. Then either 
1. S :: a Y for some Y ~ a~ or 
2. a p(a ) = 1~ or 
3. a (aa.T)n p(a ) = 2 and S ,... 
±1 a where T starts and ends in symbols other than a ~ a T is not 
a proper power and T does not contain a with exponent ~, where 
Proof. Suppose neither I nor 2 hold. We will show that 
3 holds. 
Case (i) Suppose aYV E R* for some V where Y > a.. a. y-a. Then a a V 
a. y-a * y-a y-a.. a.. 
and a Va E R. SO a V = V a 1f a 1S not a p1ece, 
but ay-a and V commute if and only if they are powers of 
a common element, so both are powers of a and so I or 2 holds. 
So a does not occur in any element of R* with exponent S, where 
lsi >0.. 
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Case (ii) a EXX. * Suppose a Sa T € R where S does not contain a±u 
We will first show that E = 1. For otherwise aaSa-aT and 
a -1 -a -1 * U 
a SaT € R making a a piece, i.e. p(aa) = 1. (So 2 
holds contrary to assumption.) 
a u a a * Now a Sa T and a Ta S € R , without loss of generality both 
Sand T begin and end in a non a-symbol for otherwise (i) above 
hI a.. Sa a a a u a ods, so a 1S a p1ece unless aT; Ta S. So a Sa T ~ a Ta S 
a a 
and a S3 a T commute and so are powers of a common element. 
Clearly aaS ; wn implies either that W = a~ or that W = aUV for 
some initial segment V of S. So (auV)m € R*. a-1 Also a 
a 
by the above, and so p(a ) ~ 2, and the lemma follows. 
II 
. . 1S a 'iHece 
The following consequences of the C(p) and C'(A) conditions will be 
needed. 
1.8 REMARKS. Let G = <X ; R>, where R* satisfies C(6), then: 
(1 ) If x is a piece and x C'lw € < R> F" then ei ther W 1:S a pou,er 
o.f x in F(X) or W, when reduced contains a .3-rmmant of' 
* an element S € R • 
a To see this, note that x W may be assumed to be cyclically reduced, 
and so by 1.2 either xUW E R* or contains m+l disjoint m-remnants of 
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elements S. E R* (when written on a circle).Us~$ 
'l-
1..7 the results follow. 
(2) If aa. occurs in S E R* ~ith S ~ as, then 
10.1 < 1 + A~(S) if R* satisfies C'(A). 
(3 ) -1 If a and b are pieces of length 1 and b is not a or a 
then a~b8_ 1 if and only if aa = 1 and b8 = 1. 
" 
The following result of .v B. Newman as extended by Gurev~c will 
be of use. 
1.9 LEMMA. (The Newman-Gurevi~ spelling theorem). 
m Let G = <X ; p > ~here P is cycLicaLLy reduced and m > 1. Suppose 
w = V in G, ~here W is a freeLy reduced word, and Vomits a generator 
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y of G ~hich occurs in both W and P. E m-l E Then W has a subword (y S) y, 
where yES is a cycLic permutation of p±l. 
This result has been strengthened further by Schupp. (See B. Newman 
[1968J, Gurevic [1972J, Schupp [1976J.) 
II 
The next lemma is of great use in Chapter Two. It is rather 
technical in nature but its proof is quite elementary. 
1.10 LEMMA. Let R be a subset of F{X) and U1, U2 words ~n X 
with p{U.) ~ 2 (relative to R*). Suppose that U. are subwords 
~ ~ 
of V which is itself a subword of worde W, S with S E R*. 
Finally suppose that U. is also a subword of T. E R *. Then 
~ ~ 
the words obtained from W by replacing U1 or U2 in it by their 
comp lemen ts in T 1 or T 2 and free ly reducing are the same. 
Proof. We have (say) 
S '- S 1 V S 2 E R * , 
and T. - T.U .T. E R * . 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
Now since U1 is not a piece and 
* 
U1T1T1, U1V2S2S1Vl E R 
then 
T1Tl - V2S2S 1Vr 
Similarly 
T2T2 - V4S2S1 V;r 
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So we need to show that 
which is clearly the case. 
II 
In fact similar results are true about replacing subwords by 
their complements and when these are used in the rest of the 
thesis reference will be made to ].]0. The proofs of these 
generalisations are similar to the proof of 1.]0. 
1 • 1 1 REMARKS. 1 • Let R be cyclically reduced word 1n X with 
* then Z is not a piece relative to R . 
F 2.If SuR satisfies C(6) then S i < R > or S E 
R=Zn 
* R 
3.If S,TE R both contain B as a subword and pCB»~ 1, 
then S ~ T. 
II 
We need an idea similar to that of a symmetrized set, which will be 
of use in Chapter Three. Let R be a set of freely reduced words 
1n X. Denote by R the smallest set of words in X which contains 
* 
R and is closed under taking inverses and cyclic permutations. 
The elements of R* need not be freely reduced. We may, of course 
define a piece relative to R* in the natural way. 
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CHAPTER TvlO 
The main results of this chapter are contained in §§2.2, 2.3. 
In §2.1, we study stability in general and the stability of two-
generator sets in particular. We go on to the detailed study of the 
stability of certain two-generator small cancellation groups in §2.2. 
Then follows a consideration of the T-systems of certain small 
cancellation groups, which constitutes §2.3. 
§2.l Elementary results on stability. 
In this section we will obtain information concerning stable subsets 
of the free group of rank 2. Before doing this, however, we will make 
some general remarks. Let F be a free group and~. Then R is said 
to be unstable under ~, ~EAut(F) if < ~(R) > F c <R>F. Clearly R is 
unstable if and only if it is unstable under some ~ E Aut(F). 
2. 1 REMARKS. Suppose R 1:S unstabZe under ~. Then 
1. ~m(R) is unstable under ~n for n>O. 
2. 
3. 
<~"k. ('R»F = <~l (R»F if and only if l=k. 
-1 If W E Aut(F) then W(R) is unstable under ~ ~ ~ . 
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The above results are trivial consequences of the definition of unstable. 
II 
From now on F2 will denote the free group freely generated by{a,b}. 
. F2 - F' Let R be a subset of F2 contained in <a> but not in 2· Then R 
is said to have simple exponents. The name derives from the fact that 
if R has simple exponents, then the exponent sum of b in every element 
of R is zero and the exponent sum of a in some element of R is non-zero. 
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Let G = <a,b;R> with R having sinple exponents. Then either 
* each element of R is of the form aa or both a and bare p1eces. 
* To see this suppose that S€R is not of the form aa. Then 
it is easy to see that there are cyclic permutations Sl and S2 
of S with 
E a 
Aba 1 b-1 8 1 
-
-
-
E (3 
S2 - Bb-
1a 2 b -
-
IE.I = 1, and a, (3 > O. He do not claim that AtB. From this we 
1." 
* see that the following four words belong to R : 
E a 
Aba 1 b -1, 
E R 
Bb-1a 2 b, 
-E a 
A-1ba 1 b-1 
-E (3 
B-1b-1a 2 b 
That b is a piece can be seen by comparing the first two words. 
That a is a piece follows from the fact that either E2R or 
2.2 LEMMA. Suppose RandS have simpZe exponents and 
F2 F2 
<~(R» ~<S> for some automorphism ~ of F20 Then ¢ differs by an 
inner automorphism from an automorphism a~aE~ b~aAbE'; 
(lEI = IE'I = 1.) 
The proof of this stems from the fact that the kernel of the natural 
homomorphism from Aut(F2) onto Aut(F2/F2 ') is precisely the group of 
inner automorphisms [MK~, p. 169]. The elements of Aut (F 2/F 2 ') have 
the form 
with lao-Syl = 1. 
j) 
Since the exponent sum "f b 1'S zero 1n 11 1 t f S' b ~. a e emen so, 1t must e 
zero in all ¢ (T) ,TER. If T is an element of R with 0a (T) =I- 0 then 
this can only happen if S=O and ao = ± 1. 
II 
The case R = S will be of use in this section and R =I- S 1n §2.2. 
I 
The critical part of the proof of the above lemma was that the kernel 
of the natural homomorphism from Aut (F 2) onto Aut(F2/F2') 1S precisely 
the inner automorphism group. This is no longer true for F3 (see 
MKS p.168). In this regard it is worth pointing out that Higman [1951J 
has shown that there is a subset of F3 unstable under an automorphism 
contained 1n the kernel of the natural map from Aut (F3) onto 
Aut(F3/F 3'). Also, 2.2 does not hold if the condition that R t F~ 
F2 F2 
is dropped ,since <¢([a,bJ) > S <[a,bJ> for any ¢EAut(F2)· 
and Xb denote the automorphisms of F2 
. by: Let n, Xa g1ven 
a~a a~a -1 a~a 
n , Xa 
, , Xb .: , . , 
b I-4b-1 bl-4 ab b~b 
2.3 REMARK. The following relations between these automorphisms 
are easily checked: 
and up to an inner automorphism 
-I 
= n Xb' 
We now note some consequences of 2.2. 
2.4 LEMMA. 
F.., 
If R has simple exponents and <¢(R» ~ 
automorphism ¢ of F 2' then ¢ is equal (up to an inner automorph:'sr), 
~ .. 
If strict containment haUls then R is unstabLe under 4> and is unstabLe 
under na for some a which can be chosen so that lal is as Large as we 
Like. 
The first part of the lemma follows from 2.2 and the definitions of 
n, Xa and Xb. The rest of the lemma then follows from 2.1 and 2.3. 
2.5 Now let G = <a,b; R>. It follows immediately from 
2.2 that if a has finite order in G, and R has simple exponents, then 
REMARK. 
R is stable. Also if all elements of R are of the form: 
(*) ... 
a a 2nb-£ 2n+l a a 
then R is stable. 
A F2 
This follows from 2.4 and the fact that <n (R» F2 = <R> for all A 
(see Pride [1976bJ). A word of the form(*) will be called' 
b-aLternating. 
We can generalise this latter result as follows: a word in a and b 
will be said to be quasi b-aZternating if it is not b-alternating, 
involves b and is the product of two b-alternating words. Thus up to 
inverses and cyclic permutations, quasi b-alternating words have the 
form: 
i . J 
2.6 THEOREM. Let R 1 S F 2' be a set of quasi b-aZternati ng words~ 
.. p 
and R2 ~ F2 be such thlt <R2> ~ is fixed by nY for rome y>O. Let 
R = Rl U R2 and suppose that R has simpLe exponents. Tren R is stabZe. 
Proof. By way of contradiction suppose R is unstable. Then by 2.4 
R is unstable under nA for some A. By 2.1 R is unstable under nAY. 
We will show that 
F2 _, F2 
<R> ' 2 <n AY(R» 
which is clearly contradictory. 
The first containment holds by the definition of stability. Let 
G = <a,b; R> and SERr Since 8 is quasi b-alternating SE -[lV, v.There 
Ct. S· 1 y. 1 ~ . U = IT a 1" b 1" - a Jb . 
-
a b and V .;. ITa J b -
. 
. 1" J 
Now nAY (8£) ... nAY (U)nAY (V) AY -AY aAYVa -AYV E 1 . = a Va V so Slnce , , 
[ AY a , UJ = 1. 
AY -AY -1 -1 Thus a Va V = 1 since V = V . 
Similarily 
II 
-AY 11 AYV a va . 
So 
F2 
It is clear from 2.6 that if R has simple exponents and <R> 1S fixed 
by nA for some A10 then R is stable. More generally we have: 
2.7 THEOREM. Let R have simple exponents and suppose that 
F2 
= <R> for some automorphism ~ of F2 which, up to an inner 
automorphism,is neither xaXb nor the identity. Then R is stable. 
Proof. ~y way of contradiction assume that R is unstahle, and so 
A by 2.4 R is unstahle under n for some A. Again by 2.4, up to 
Ct a Ct Ct 
an inner automorphism ~ ~s one of n , Xa n , Xb n or XaX!, n for 
suitahle Ct. 
('t The case ~ = n follows from 2.6 as does the case that 
a 2 2Ct ~ = XaXf,n , SInce ~' s: r up to an Inner automorphism. Pe need 
only consider ~ - Xana as a similar argument applies in case 
<l Fn F F r;-~ = XbTl • 'ole have <k> ..: = <XaTl<l (R) > 2 and <11-). (RJ > g <R> F ~ <r,A (R) >. ~ 
But 
,by 2.3 
so 
Thus 
which is a clear contradiction. .\ 
.. , 
The following example shows that the condition ~ f XaXb cannot be relaxed
o 
2.8 EXAMPLE. s - b-1 -i -1 i _ ,..n ,..n Let ~ - a ababa band R. - {0·3 0. 13 ••• }. 
v J J J+ 
Notice that R. has simple exponents. 
J 
. +1 Slnce S~ on a circle is not a 
1., 
* 
s: i <8: 1 J J+ 
S k for i f k, R. 
F J 
n 
3 ••• > by 1. 1 1 
satisfies C'(l/n). So if n~63 
F2 F2 
Thus <Rj > ::><Rk> if j < k. 
subword of 
-1 -1 -i -1 -1 i k-·· 
Now nSi = ab a a b a aaba ab = Si+1 so that Rk" = T)" JRj for j < k. 
F2 k-· F2 7{_. 
Thus <R.> ::> <n JR.> and so R. is unstable under n . J. Finally 
J J J 
-1 i -1 -1 -i -1 -1 
note that X Xb (S.J = a ba ba b a b -. S. 3 so R. satisfies 2.7 
a 1., 1., J 
except for the condition ~ f XaXb (up to an inner automorphism). 
It is interesting that in the above example if n=l then 2.6 applies 
and R. is stable. 
J 
A generalisation of the idea of simple exponents for which the results 
of this section are applicable is'that of proportional exponents. If 
R~2 and ~2' then R is said to have proportional exponents if for 
all S,T € R, 0a(SJob(T) = 0a(T)ob(SJ. Clearly, if R has simple 
exponents it has proportional exponents. 
n .. 
;The next elementary but useful result g1ves the relationship between sets 
with simple and sets with proportional exponents. ( 
'!;"': "'! 
2.9 LEMMA. Let R have proportional exponents. Then there is an 
.' 
.q.utomorphism llJ of F 2 such that llJ (R) has simple exponents. 
LV 
Proof. Not all SER have both oarS) = 0 and 0b(S) = o~ otherwise 
W" . If 0b (S) f 0 but ° a (S) = 0 for some SER then a Hb ~ b ~ can 
easily be seen to be the required, automorphism. So the only case left 
is if for some SER, 0a(S)ob(S) f O. By applying Xa ,Xb and interchanging 
a and b if necessary we may assume that oarS) ~ 0b(S) > O. Applying 
-1 
with 0 ° (S') = ° (S)-ob(S) oarS) aHa~ b~ a b yields S' s < and a a 
0b(S') = 0b(S) f o. Continuing this process we obtain the required 
" .. ' 
" , 
result. 
II 
., 
'JThe generalisation of the result~ of this section to R having 
proportional exponents now follows from 2.1, since if R is unstable, 
then so is llJ(R),and llJ(R) has simple exponents. Thus, let R have 
proportional exponents and either: 
(i) 
F 2 '" . ( 
= <R> for some ~ E Aut F2 which ~s not up to an 
inner automorphism) the ~~ntity nor XaXb; 
or 
(ii) 
F2 
<R> contains the non~ero power of a primitive: . 
then~R is stable. 
The truth of the results of this section depend heavily on F2 being two-
generator. For the set R = {a-1cac-2~b-1cbc-2} of Higman [1951J 
satisfies: 
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(i) ° (S) = 0b(S) = 0 I ° (S) for all SER; a c 
(ii) But 
R is unstable under the automorphism defined by 
§2.2 The stability of certain small cancellation sets. 
Let R be a finite set 'satisfying C'(A). Pride [1976bJ asks if R is 
stable for sufficiently small A. In this section we will give a positive 
answer to this question in certain-cases. In fact we prove: 
2.10 THEOREM. Let R* satisfy C(B)~ have simpZe.exponents and 
suppose that the exponents of a in R are bounded in modulus by k,O. Then 
R is stabZe. 
Since C'(l/?) sets satisfy C(B)~ the theorem remains true if the C(B) 
condition is replaced by the C'(l/?) condition. 
Before going on to prove this theorem, we will give examples to show 
that the hypothesis that R has simple exponents, and that the a-exponents 
in R are bounded, cannot in general be dispensed with. First note that 
2.8 with n~B gives an example of an unstable subset of F2 satisfying 
C(a) and having simple exponents but in which the a-exponents are not 
bounded. Next we give an example of an unstable subset of F2 satisfying 
C(a) and having bounded, but not simple, exponents • 
. 
2.11 EXAMPLE. Let Si = a(ab)~ i~l,Rj = {5j~ SJ+l' ... }. Then the 
exponenrs in Rj are all bounded and since no subword of the form 
. 2 * a(ab)~a is a piece, Rj satisfies C'(2/n) whenever n>12, say. So R. J 
can be made to satisfy any C(p) condition. 2 -1 If ¢ : a ~ba ~ b ~a , 
37 
2 . 
ba (ba)1.,~ Si+l) clearly RJo is unstable under 
<I> when n>12. 
II 
R of F2 satisfying Finally, we give an example of an unstable subset 
F2 
e(B), having bounded exponents with R c <a> but with R ~ F2 
, 
2.12 EXM~PLE • Let S. = a (b- 1a-1)ib-2a-l (ba)ib 2 and R. = {~ ~ 1., J 0j~ 0j+r··} 
n>6. Since Si is not a subword of Sk if i#k (when written on a 
circle), Rj satisfies e'u/n). Also if ljJ : a~ba~ b~b~ then 
tlJ(Si) .... Si+1" Rj is thus unstable under ljJ. HOv:rever, i the theorem does 
not apply, since Rj S F2 '. 
II 
If R is as in the theorem, and G = <a,b; R> has one T-system, then 
G is Hopfian by .Proposition A. It will be shown in the next section 
that various two-generator small cancellation groups have one T-system, 
but it should be mentioned that for these groups the relators are all 
b-alternating, so the stability follows immediately from Pride [1976bJ . 
Nevertheless, it is probably true that many groups to which 2.10 applies 
will turn out to have one T-system. 
By making use of 2.10, the following theorem will also be proved in 
this section. 
2. 13 THEOREM. Let] be a recursive set of two-generator finite 
presentations. For every <a, b; R> E J, suppose that if G = <a~ b; R>~ tl- n 
* G has one T-system. Moreover aSSWTle R satisfies e' (1/8) ~ has sirrrple 
exponents~ and the exponents of a in Rare bOWlded in modu: :{~~ by k. 
Then ISOP(J) is solvable. We now go on to prove 2.10 and 2.13. 
P roo f of 2. 1 0 . If a has finite order in G or all elements of Rare 
b-alternating, the theorem follows from 2.5. In the following 
argument the reader is reminded that in the case that a has infinite 
order, we have shown in the discussion following 2.1 that both a 
and b are pieces. By way of contradiction 
let R he unstable under~. By 2.4, ¢ can be taken to be nA where 
IAI > 2k. Let S be a non b-alternating element of R. By taking a 
. . + 1 
cyc11c permutat10n of S- if necessary, we may assume that 
a 1 a E. 8. S - S S S n h S b' . b ~ and ends 1'n b ~ the = 1a 2'" na ,were i eg1ns 1n 
exponents of b in S. alternate between ±1~ and 18·1 = IE.I = -E = 1 ~ 'Z- ~ • 1 
d1+£2A an_1r£nA Un-A anrl £i = 0i-l" Clearly n>l. Nm:.T ¢(S) = Sla 82 .•• a 8na 
Notice that if aYBaY is a b-alternating subword of ~(S) then aYB or 
F2 
BaY is a subword of S. Now ~(S) E <R> and is cyclically reduced . 
. 
The condition on A and the fact that S is not b-alternating ensures 
'* that ~(S) i R. By 1.2 ~(S), when written on a circle must contain 
* m+1(m=1~2~3) disjoint m-remnants T. of elements R.ER. In particular, 
~ ~ 
p(T.)2s for each T.~ 
~ ~ 
since p(R.)28. Now, again because of the choice 
~ 
a· 1 +E • A a . +0 . A 
of A, the T. must be 
~ , y. y. 
subwords of a J- J SJ~ J J (where aD = an). 
So T. 
~ 
~ ~ 
:: a B.a where 
~ 
Bi begin and end in b-symbols, are disjoint 
subwords of S,when written on a circle, and do not contain a subword 
of the form ... bEaobt. .... 
Suppose first that no Bi is a piece, so that p(Bi )22. Since Bi occurs 
in both R i and S~ Ri - S by 1.10. So T1 is an m-remnant of R1=T1C with 
the other B.~i'l disjoint subwords of C and p(C)~. But by 1.3, and 1.4 
~ 
m+1 
p(C);::: E 
2 
p(B.)~+l 2 2m~+1~+1 clearly m ;::: m+l is a contradiction. 
~ .', 
least one of the B . 's~ B1, 
. piece . Now Thus at say 1S a ~ 
Y Y , y-
p(T1) ~ pea 1) + p(B1) + p(a 1 )( ~ 2+1+1 = 4<5 unless both pea ~) and y 
y , .. 1,,)n d ) 2 2. By 1.7 this can only happen if Yl=Y2' R,-(Q '" an p(a 1 j 
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Y1 m 
B1 ~ U(a U), m<n, where U begins and ends in a b-symbol. Since 
Y1 Y1 °b(Ri ) = 0, U is b-alternating. But then for T1 = a B1a ~ to be 
Y 1 Y 1 
a subword of ~(S) either a B1 or B1a is a subword of S, so Y 1B ( ). . . . b a 1 say 1S a p1ece S1nce R1 1S -alternating and so 1S not a 
. S+1 
conjugate of - • Finally p(T1)<2+1<5. But this is a contradiction 
and so the proof is complete. 
II 
Proof of 2.13. We will show that there is an algorithm to decide for 
-any pair <a,b;R>, <a,b;R> E J whether or not there is an automorphism 
~ of F2 such that F2 - F2 <R>= <~ (R) > The theorem then follows by 
F2 - F2 Proposition C. Suppose there is a ~ E Aut(F2) with <R> = <~(R» , 
Then by 2.2, up to an inner automorphism, ~ : a~a£, b~aAb£ . 
Let RO = R,R1 = -Xa R, R2 = XbR,R3 = XaXbR and define Ri similarly. 
* - * R • 
1., 
and R. 
1., satisfy the conditions on R in the theorem. Clearly there 
F2 A- F2 
is an i and a j with <R.> = <n R.> 
1., J We will show that this must 
hold with I A I ::; 2k., in which cas~ the solution to the word problem for 
A - F2 <a,b;Ri~ and <a,b; Rj > enables us to tell whether n (Rj)~<Ri> and 
-A (R ) -R F 2 . . . h h . d 1 . h n i ~ < > , prov1d1ng us W1t t e requ1re a gor1t m. 
F2 
Suppose that <R.> 
1., 
A- F2 
= <n R.> for some A with IAI>2k, but not for any 
J 
-A with IAI:52k. From now on, denote R. by 
1., 
Rand R. 
F!, 
A for some a>O, then n has the same effect 2 on <R> as n~ where ~=Amoda 
f'\I *, 
and O::;~<a. Similarly if aVo E R '. Let U be a shortest element of 
* -It R A R. Wi thout loss of 
a 1 an U = S1a S2",Sna where 
* generality we may assume that UER , and that 
£ . 8· 
. . b '& d d . b 1., S. beglns ln an en s 1n ,the exponents 
1., 
of b in Si alternate between ±1, 10il = I£i' = -£1 = 1 and £i = 0i-l' 
Here n may be 1 in contrast to the proof of 2.10. Now 
nA(U) o. 1+£2
A o.n-l£n A o.n+a 
- 0 . f 8 1~ = 31a 3 2 , •• a 3na , where 0. = 1. . = n 
-
-A if 8 -1. Clearly nA (u) . cyclically reduced, and so by 1.2 0. = = 1.S 
n 
A -* F 2 A -* 
n (U) E <R > implies that either n (U) E R or contains m+l disjoint 
-* A -* 
m-remnants, T. of V. E R. By the choice of A, n (U) E R would 
1,. 1., 
imply that U is b-alternating in which case nA(U) = U. Since U E R* 
* -* -* -* and U E R ~ R , u r/. R , but then by 1.6 for U E <R > it must contain 
1 -* 
more than 2 of some element V of R with i(V) < i(U). This clearly 
* -* cannot happen since V would belong to both Rand R , and this would 
* contradict the C'(1/8) condition on R. Also by the choice of 
, 
Yi Yi A~ T. = a B.a where the B~ begin and end in b-symbols, are disjoint 
1,. 1,. v 
subwords of U~ and the exponents on b in B. alternate between ±1. 
1,. 
. . Suppose one of the B~B.-say, 1S a p1ece. Then 
1,. J 
(1-m/8)i(V.)<i(T.) 
J J , 
y. y. 
~i(a J) + i(B.) + ira J) 
J 
<1+i(Vj )/8 + i(Vj )/8 + i(Vj)/B + 1 
=2+3i(V .)/B~ 
J 
so that (1-(m+3)/8)i(Vj )<2. In other words 
i(V.)<2/(1-(m+3)/B)~8 
J 
since m~3. But, since B. is' a piece, this is impossible. Thus no J 
Bi is a piece. Now the smallest Bi --BZ s~y-has ~(E~)<~(U)/(m+l)~ Slnce 
the B. are disjoint subwords of U written on a circle. So 
1,. 
, 
~ i(aYZ ) + i(BZ) + i(aYZ ) 
~ 1+i(VZ)/8 + i(U)/~+l) + Q(VZ)/B. 
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4] 
* -* If ZrVZ) < ZrU) then Vz ERn R (hy choice of U) and slnce 
BZ is a suhword of both [1 d V B 1 an Z' Z wou d he a piece. So 
ZrVZ) ~ Z(U). Consequently 
in other words 
(1 _ (m+2) 
8 
This implies that 9., (V l) <16. But then I Y,Z I" I Yt I ~2 so that 
R,(Vl ) U-m/8) <4+9., (Vl )/(m+1) • Thus 9., (VZ) (1-m/8-1/ (m+l) J < 4. Consequently 
R,(VZ)~10, and since ~(U)~~(VZ),,~(U)~lO. If U = Zn for some n>l then 
9.,(Z)~5 and since (Jb(U) = 0, (Jb(Z) = O. However if Z is b-alternating 
then so is Zn and the only words W with 0b(W) = 0 and 9.,(W) ~ 5 are 
of the form aCtba Bb-l 1 . . . Zn up to cyc 1C permutat10ns, so that 1f U = then 
U is b-alternating. But U being b~alternating has already been 
excluded. It can be shown without too much difficulty that there are 
no words of length less than 16 which satisfy C'(1/8) , have zero 
exponent sum on b and are not proper powers. 
II 
§2.3 The Nielsen equivalence classes of some small cancellation 
groups. 
Problem 3 of Pride [1976bJ asks when does a small cancellation gcoup 
have one T-system? Pride suggests that the case G = <X; R>, where 
R satisfies C'(A) for small enouzh Ai anc wh~re all the elements 
of R are proper powers, might be worth investigating. In this section 
we will concentrate on the two-generator case and show; 
* 2.14 THEOREM. Let G = <a"t; R> where R satisfies C'(1/24)" aZl 
elements of R are proper powers and t-aZternating. Then any :;(J}:ll'i.t:lZ~; 
pair of G is Nielsen equivalent to a pair of the form (alJ" t) LJrz~!'~ 
II is coprime to the order of a. Moreover 2GP is solvable /"Y' G. 
It follows immediately from this that if a has infinite order and 
Rif' (a,t) then G has one Nielsen equivalence class, and so In this 
case G is Hopfian hy Proposition A. That G is Hopfian IS In fact 
true if a has finite order. To see this, note that if ~ is 
coprime to the order P. of a then <b,t; R(b8,t» is a presentation 
of G under the mapping b f-j all, tNt, where B IS such that 
ak+Bll I:: 1. R Now by 2.5, R(b ,t) is stahle for any R, since all 
the elements of Rare t-alternating. If y is an ependomorphisrn 
of G, then since G has only finitely many T-systems, yn(a,t) must 
be in the same T-system as ym(a,t) for some m and n with m>n, so 
that ym-n(yn(a,t)) lies in the same T-system as yn(a,t). The 
Hopficity of G now follows hy an argument similar to that of 
Proposition A. This argument applies also the groups considered 
by Pride [1975J. 
We see that the above argument relied on the fact that G had finitely 
many T-systems, each one of which was associated with a presentation 
<X; R> with R stable. In this regard I would conjecture that if 
G has finitely many T-systems and if one of them is stable (that . 1S, 
if for one of the T-systems some generating tuple in the T-system 
has an associated presentation <X; R> with R stable) then G is Hopfian. 
It follows immediately from 2.14 and Proposition B that if RiF'(a,t), 
then G has finitely generated automorphism group. If fact if a has 
infinite order then Aut(G) is finitely-presented, for in this case 
* Aut(G) is generated by the inner automorphism group, n and some 
* * subgroup of Sg?[Xa'Xb}' So that Aut(G) is cyclic-by-finite, and so 
is finitely presented. (For the definition of n* etc.see Proposition B.) 
Let J be a recursive set of finite group presentations <a,t; R>, 
where R satisfies the conditions in 2.14 with Rtf'. Then ISOP(J) is 
solvable. This follows by 2.13 in the case that a has infinite 
order in G. In general since <n(R»F(a~t) = <R>F(a~t) 
~ the 
isomorphisms possible are of h 8 
t e form a J-+a , t ~ t E , where B is 
comprime to the order f o a. These can be checked using the solution 
to the word problem. 
The result in 2.14 is just a special case of a more general result. 
2 .15 THEOREM. LetS (a~ b) be a symmetrized subset of F 2 
satisfying C'(1/12). Suppose a~~ e~ements of S are proper powers and 
a kES if and on~y if bk ES. Let R (a~ t) = S(a~ t-1at). Then the 
conc~usions of 2.14 ho~d for G = <a~t; R>. 
Results of a partial nature 1n the direction of the above theorem 
have been obtained in Pride [1973, Theorem 2J and Pride [1975,§3.2J. 
To see how 2.14 follows from 2.15 let R be as· in 2.14. Let TER. If 
T - ct flAT - ct "T' - bct = a or some ct, et = a, = . If T ~ act, by taking 
cyclic permutations if necessary, it can be assumed that T begins in 
-1 -1 II t . Starting from the left, replace subwords of the form tat 
" ,..... by b ll in T, to obtain T. Let S(a~b) be the resulting set of words T 
and '7'. Clearly act E .S if and only if bct E S. Finally we need to 
see that S satisfies C'(1/12). " 1 Since t(T)/t(T) ~ 2 and no p1ece other 
than bk is formed which was not a piece before, if R satisfies 
C'(1/24) then S satisfies C'(1/12). 
In order to prove 2.15 we will make use of the results and techniques 
developed by Pride [1975 J. The following rather technical definitions 
are needed (see loco cit. p.341). 
Let H be a two-generator group, and let (c~d) be a generating palr 
of H. Then H will be called an FEt group relative to (c~d) (or 
simply an FE group if c and d are understood or if it is immaterial 
what c and d are) if the following conditions are satisfied. 
1 • c and d have equa l order. 
2. For every integer A, sgp{cA~dA} 
sgp{c\ dA} n sgp{d} '= sgp{dAL 
A 
n sgp{c} = sgp{c } (J:nd 
3. sgp{c} and sgp{d} are malnormal in H. 
4. If c and h-1dh generate H then h is expressible in the 
form dOc A • 
Now suppose H = <a~b; S>, and suppose c~d are glven as words in a~b. 
Then H will be called an AFEtt group {relative to (c~d)) if it is an 
FE group and in addition the following hold. 
5 • The order of c is known. 
6. There is an algorithm to determine for any word in a~b 
whether or not it is expressible in the form dSC A. 
7. The generalised word problem is solvable for sgp{c} and 
sgp{d} in H. 
We use the obvious notation FE{c~dJ etc. for an FE group relative to 
(c~ dJ. 
t Free enough 
tt The "A" stands for a 19ori thm 
, , 
4-+ 
The interest in FE and AFE groups stems from the following theorem 
(see Pride [1975, Theorem 3J). 
THEOREM. Let H : <a,b; R> and suppose H is a non-trivial FE(c,d) 
group. Let G = <a,b,t; R, t-1ct = d>. Then any generating pair of 
G is Nielsen equivalent to a pair of the form (t,c~) where ~ is 
coprime to the order of c. If H is an AFE(c,d) group then the 2GP 
is solvable for G. 
Pride has also shown that FE and APE groups may be constructed from 
others thus extending the class of groups known to be FE or AFE. 
Let H be a two-generator group generated by (c,d). Suppose 
8. no non-trival power of c is conjugate to a power of d. 
Then H is called special (c,d). We use the abbreviations SFE for 
special FE etc. Pride's construction is as follows. 
Let H = <a,b; R> and suppose a has infinite order, and that H is an 
-1 £ SFE(a,b) group. Let G = <a,b,t; R,t a t = b>. Then G is an SFE(a,t) 
group. Moreover if H is a SAFE(a,b) group then G (when presented on 
a,t) is a SAFE(a,b) group. 
This result gives us an iterative method of producing groups satisfying 
2.15 from others. Note that if the order of a is infinite then G 
has one Nielsen equivalence class. 
Many examples of SAFE groups are given in Pride [1975J. 
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It is now clear that Theorem 2.15 will be established once it 1S 
shown that H is an AFE(a~b) group. 
In fact we will show: 
PROPOSITION. Let H = <a~b; R> where R satisfies C'(l/12)~ all 
y ~ 
elements of R are proper powers and a . E R. if and only if b E R. Then 
H is a SAFE group relative to (a,b). 
The proof of this proposition will proceed by a number of lemmas. 
Some of these lemmas will be proved under weaker assumptions than 
those of the proposition. 
First we show that certain 0(12) groups satisfy Condition 2. 
2.16 LEMMA. * Let G = <X,a,b; R> with R satisfying C(12) ~ and alL 
e Lemen ts 0 f R proper p07.Jers un Les s they invo L ve on Ly X symbo ls • Suppa s e 
also that both a and b are pieces. Then sgp{aa, bR} n sgp{a} = sgp{aa}. 
Proof. It can be assumed, without loss of generality, that a, 
8~O, alm1 and 81m2 where m1 and m2 are the orders of a and b respectively. 
Let L be a word of the form 
(*) 
where n>O, the a. and 8. are integers, non-zero except possibly for 
1.- 1.-
a 1 and 8n,lail ~-;.z.' 18 i l s ~ the ai divisible by a and the 8i 
divisible by 8. 
G 
Suppose a Y = L where osy<a. We will show that L = 1 and thus y=O. 
* By 1.8 L contains a 3-renmant B of some S E R. Let 
a O 80 a 1 B = a b a where,without loss of generality, ai~8i t O. Let 
S S ' =- Zn be I " 0 a cyc 1C permutat10n of S beginning in b If 
0.0 , 
p(a Z) ~ p(Zn)-3 for some initial segment Z' of Z, then 
thus 
and so 
$ 2+p(Z) 
6n-1 $--
n-1 
1 6 - -
n 
$ 11 
by 1. 3 and 1.4 
* 0. 0 which contradicts the C(12) condition on R. Therefore a Zb E is an 
initial segment of B. So all of the a-symbols and b-symbols of Z 
. B h Z· d' 0. bS . Z· Lb' occur 1n • T us 1S a wor 1n a ~ . Replac1ng 1n y 1ts 
I m1 m2 
complement in S, freely reducing and using a = 1 = b we get a 
shorter word of the form (*). Clearly continuing this process we must 
G 
end up with the empty word, so that L = 1, as required. 
II 
Groups satisfying the lemma satisfy Condition 2 on (a~b) by symmetry. 
The C(12) condition is slightly stronger than is necessary in the above 
lemma.. The C(9) condition, together with a condition on the minimum 
power occuring in R is possible. 
We now look at Conditions 3 and 8. 
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2.17 LEMMA. Let G = <X.J a.J b; R>.J ~. satisfying C' (1/6). Let 
(l 8 -1 G 
e E {a.Jb}. Then an equation a We W = 1 holds only if either 
a(l = e S = 1 or W ~ aYe O for some Y.J~' 
Proof. Choose (lal.J 1131.J~(W)) minimal ~n lexographical ordering, with 
a(lWe 13 W- 1 ~ 1 contradicting the lemma. Now if a<lWe 8W- 1 ~ 1 then 
a(lWe 13 W- 1.J when written on a circle contains certain subwords as 
described in 1.2. We will show that this is not so. Notice that if 
G 0 
W = aYUe .J then ~(U)2~(W). Also W does not start in an a-symbol, nor 
end with a e-symhol. Clearlya(l.J e 13 .J W do not contain more than 1/2 
* of an element of R . 
<l e 8 -1 -1 <l Firstly, none of a W.J We .J c W.J W a contain more than 2/3 of an 
* element of R • 
~ (U) < £(S) 
-3-· 
~(S) ~ 3 then 
.y 
For example, suppose W = W1W2 and a W1U = 
* S E R with 
Now since a lyl - 1 is a piece}lyl <£(~) + 1. Thus if 
> (4/6-1/6)~(S)-1 
~ 9,'(S)/3. 
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So ~(W1) > ~(S)/3. 
~(W1) > ~(U). But 
This is true even if ~(S) < 3. It now follows that 
G _y -1 -1 ) W = a U W2 and ~(U W2) < ~(W , which as we have 
noted cannot be true. 
Next, neither a(lWc 13 nor c 13W- 1a(l contains more than 5/6 of an element 
* of R 
~(W) > .r;~(S)/6-lyl-lol, and if ~(S) ~ 6 lyl,1 0 1 < ~(S)/6 + 1; so that 
~(W) ~ J~(S)/6 - 2 
> 9.(5)/6. 
So that ~(W) > t(S)/6. This ~s true even if ~(S) < 6. In either 
-1 G -y -1 - 0 
case t(U ) < trW) and W = a U c ,again a contradiction. 
Thirdly, neither Wc SW- 1 nor W- 1auW contains more than 5/6 of an 
* element of R . For example suppose W = W
1
W
2 
= W
3
W
4 
S -1 * W2c W4 U = SER and t(U) < t(S)/6. 
Then the shorter of W2~W4 (W2~ say) would be a piece and 
< t(S)/6 + 2/3t(S) by the first case 
< 5/69.JS) 
. 
Finally S - aUwcSW- 1 i R~ for then W would be a piece and 
< 5/6t(S) + t(S)/6~ by the third case 
= t (S). 
It is now not difficult to check that the sub~l7ords required by 1.2. 
u S-l do not occur in a Wc ~l • 
" 
2~18 COROLLARY. 
ly sgp{a} is maZnormaZ in Go 
20 No non-triviaZ power of a is conjugate to a power of b. 
Thus Conditions 3 and 8 are satisfied for these groups on (a~b). 
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2. 19 * Let G = <a~b; F>" where F' satisfies C'(l/12)" . an.:: 
where all elements of P are proper powers. Let WE G and 
111 -1 112 . 
Y = sgp{a ~ ~l b ~!}. F1-nally suppose that both a and r are ri("('("s. 
/ ~ 
Then Y n sgp{a}] = s~p{a 1}. 
r; 
Moreover if Y n sgp{h} # 1 then 
W = bBaa 'for some a"R. 
Proof o Let m1"m2 be the 
lemma follows from 2.17. 
~1 G 
orders of a and b respectively:if a = 1,the 
-1 ~ G 
If W b 2r/_, = 1~ the lemma is obvious. Pe 
may assume that W does not contain more than 1/2 of an elenent of 
* -" R. Let Tv be a minimal element ("lith respect to length) of the set 
8 a " {b Wa : a,,8 integers }. If the lemma holds for W it holds for W 
"-
so, without loss of generality, we will assume F=W. If F is empty 
the lemma follows from 2Q 16, so we may assume that W is non-empty. 
Then W starts with an a-symbol and ends in a b-symbolo Again without 
loss of generality we may assume that 11. divides m. if m. is finite. & 1- & 
Let L be a word of the form 
a 1 -1 81 aanr_.,-lb8nw (* ) a W b vi Q.. Y 
where n>O, the ai and 8i are integers, non-zero except possibly for 
a 1 and 8
n
" I ai I ~ m 1/2" I Bi I ~ mI2/2" the ai divisible by 111 and the 8i 
divisible by 11 2• 
G G 
Suppose L = a Y where O~Y<l1lQ ~Te will show that L = 1 and thus y=O. 
G 
A similar argument shows the corresponding result for bY = L with 
G * Since L = aY, by 1~8 L contains a 3-remnant B of an element fER To 
_ n -1 
fix notation suppose S = Z = X B. Since B is a 3-remnant of 
S, RJB) > 9/12RJS). He will first show that B crosses over a subwnrd 
of the form W-1bAW or Wa11'~l in L. This will imply that W is a piece. 
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Suppose by way of contradiction that B did not contain WalJ.;·,,-l nor 
W- 1bAWQ By listing all the possible B's (up to inverses and 
interchanging the roles of a and b), ~ye will show that this is 
impossibleo 
(i) If B=.aCJ. or W , where W is a Sub~'70rd of W, then 9..(B) ~9JS) /2 
CJ. a 
by the minimality of W, and the conditions on Lo 
G 
(ii) CJ. CJ. If B=.W2a then X=W2a with ~(W2)~~(X)<3/12£(S) so that 
~(B)<4/12~(S) + 1~ 
(iii) (a) CJ. -1 If B=.W2a f"4 then the shorter of W2" w4~r"4 say is a piece u 
CJ. CJ. -1 By (ii), ~(W2a ) ~4/129JS)+10 SO 9JW2a F4 )~5/12£(S)+1. 
(b) If B=.bBWaCJ.,then X~bSwaCJ. and since lal"ISI < ~~~) +1 
and ~(W)~~(X)<3/129JS) then 9JB)<5/12£(S)+2 0 
(iv) If B=.W2 (aaW-1b S) , then since W2 is a piece and uS1ng (iii) ~(B) < 5R;~S) -I: .2 + .R/f), = 6~~) + 2. 
(v) If BSW2(aCJ.w-1bSW3)" then since W2 is a piece and using (iv) 
£(B)<6/12~(S)+2 + 1/12~(S) = ?/12~(S)+28 
So in all cases ~(B)<?/12~(S)+2. But (1-3/12)~(S)<?/12£(S)+2 only 
when ~(S)<12 and so all pieces are empty, and thus lal ,lsi ~ 1 
E1 E2 
and B is a subword of b Wa u Thus ~(B)<2 + 3~(S)/12, since the 
part of W in B has length ~~(X)" and 
9~(S)/12<~(B)<2+3~(S)/12" 
which implies that ~(S)<4. The lemma clearly follows if ~(S) < 4, 
for then we have a one-generator group. 
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It now follows from the above that B crosses after at least 
one copy 
of Wand at least one copy of W- 1 in L. In particular W is a piece" 
Recall that 
I R( say) I 
Let B - B'if-T where T does not contain an entire copy of r.r 1 1n To 
I , B 
1 T . aT. -1 b Clear y 1S of the form a w2 or W1, where the W1 must omit at 
least one symbol from W, so that £0-1.) < 9..(S) - 1 since To' 1S a 
1.- 12-
piece 0 Also I a I < 9.. (ld + 1 so that 9_ (T) < 29.,1~S) 0 Since 
9..(B) > 99.. (1S; :I £(B'W)~R,(S). \Vithout loss of generality v7e will 
consider the case £=1, since the case £=-1 can be dealt with by 
analogyo 
-* Clearly ~ER 0 Now since 9JZ)+9.,(W) 9., (5) <--
n 
£(5) 
+--12 
< 7 9.,( S) < n (B ' V) 
- 12 ~ ./-' 
- -and since Zn ends in ~l:l both Z and WZ occur as terminal segments of 
B 'W:I though the W in WZ need not (as yet) 'match' up with a f.1 in Lo 
B 
B' Tv T 
wi Z T 
- B . a. 1 1 - " Z:=:u'TT 1 Let IT denote a product of the form IT a h' b -f./ Q Then and 
. 
T,7,:=:V[T2 IT 1 where V, V are of the form 
1., -1 B 
W ~ -' b B ~', r,'1 b Tv. 
':>2 
We will show that U is empty, so that Z is of the form (*) and 
appears in this form in L. Now replacing Z in L by '[1-r. and freely 
reducing in terms of a and b, we obtain a word L'v Since all of 
B is cancelled in the free reduction,~(L) > ~(L')" Now using the 
m1 m2 I 
relations a , b , L is equal to a 'tvord, of the form (*), again 
shorter than L. Continuing this process we must obtain a word L 
which is freely equal to aYe Thus aY is of the form (*) and so 
y is a multiple of ~, but 05Y<~ so that y=O; as requiredo 
To show that U is empty, suppose otherwi se • He have WU=VIT 2 0 If r 2 
is empty then clearly ~(V»~(W), and since W starts with an a-symbol 
v=.w1-
1b.8W. But WU=.VTI!W1-
1b8W,which implies that w1=w1-
1 
and this is 
clearly impossible in a free group.. So TI 2 is non-empty and 
I12=.I1.3 aaW-1b8W (say). Thus wu=.vfI Ja
a
w-
1b8W .. So ~(U»~(W) and U=U 1W 
a -1 8 
so that WU 1=Vil3a W b .. 
a -1 0 but then ~nv) = ~(Vl1,f' W b »~JW) which 
° 
is clearly contradictory, so ~(U1)~~(b~) and U1=U2bSo Thus 
wu
2
_vn,f'a w-1. Finally it is clear that U2=U3w-
1
, for otherwise W 
-1 
would end as F starts. But we have now shown that 
- bS - W- 1bS h O h ° ° obI b d fO °to f U Thus U U=U
1
W=U2 W=U 3 W w 1C 1S 1mposs1 eye 1n1 10n 0 0 
must have been empty as required .. 
II 
Thus Condition 4 is satisfied by these groups with respect to (a,~). 
Next we will show that two-generator C'(l/6)'groups satisfy Conditions 
5,6 and 7. 
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2020 LEt~~1A 0 * Let G = <a,b; R> be finiteZy presented 7..:,:'th F 
satisfying C'(1/6). Then 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Proof. 
If a has order k in G then arEP* and vice versa~ 
The generalised word problem for sgp{a} is solvable 0 
There is an algorithm to determine for any UJord ?:r: a ar,r1 
b u)hether or not it is express1:ble in the form bP aAo 
(i) Is fairly obvious from 1.2. 
E E' * (ii}&(iii) If abE P thp- leM!1l~ is ohvious. 
,..... 
Let W be a word in F2; we need to decide whether or not 
'" a B G Wa b = 1 for some a,8. Without loss of generality ,,,e 
,.... , 
may assume that W does not conta1n more than 1/2 of an 
* element of R • Let W be the shortest element of the form' 
bVWao which is cyclically reduced o We will show that 
G 
b8Waa = 1 only if b8Wa a E p* with ~(b8~ha)<8.By 1.2 if 
G 
bRWaa = 1 then b8Waa has m+l disjoint m-remnants in it 
8 a * for m=l, 2 or :3 or b Wa E F' " Since F does not contain 
more than 1/2 of an element of R* 't.re have only three cases 
(a) S=b 8Waa E p*. Then ~(S)=~(b8Waa) 
<~(S)/6 + 1 + ~(~1) + ~(S)/6 + 1 ~ 5/69'(S) + 2 so 
that ~(S)<12. But this means that the length of the 
largest piece is less than or equal to 1, so 
181,lal ~2. 
In other words ~(S) ~ 8 as requiredu 
)4 
(b) aYb0 contains more than 4/6 of an element S of R*, 
Then 4~(S)/6<£(aYbO)<2 + 2/6£(S)~ so that 
£(S) < 6 w Thus no pieces can occur and IYI~ 181 ~ 1y 
He now have 4/6£ (S) < 2~ so that £ (S) ~2~ which is not 
possible~ 
(c) W2aY contains more than 5/6 of an element S of P*o 
We have 
so that ~(S)<6 which means that IYI ~ 1; again this 
gives us £(S)~2 .. 
Since these three cases are._the only ones possible if f-,7 does not 
* contain more than 1/2 of an element of R , the proof is completeo 
" 
Thus C'(1/6) groups satisfy Conditions 5,6 and 7 'vith respect to (a~b). 
By combining 2016 2020 the proposition new follows, in the case 
when both a and bare pieces.r:- If this condition does not hold 
it is not difficult to show that either G is a one-relator group 
with torsion or the free product of two cyclic groups. In the first 
case the proposition follows from the work of Pride [1975J. In 
the second hy the properties of free products. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
In §3.1 we consider the presentation of certain subgroups of groups. 
In particular, we obtain some positive results concerning ProbleM D. 
In §3.2 we look at the malnormality of subgroups generated by subsets 
of the generators of certain small cancellation groups. 
§3.1 Presentations of certain subgroups. 
In this section we will consider Problem D, giving examples of classes 
JU 
of sets Wand groups G for which sgp W does have the obvious presentation. 
But first we will give examples to illustrate what can go wrong. 
Firstly, if the elements of W, when considered as elements of F(X), 
do not freely generate a subgroup, then problems arise immediately. 
1 . f W 2 h h d . I' F (X) For examp e, 1 1 = Xl~ W2 = xlt en t e empty wor 1S equa 1n 
to But taking G = F(X), it is clear that sgp {W1,W2} does 
2 -4 
not have presentation <a,b ; a b > under the mapping 
This shows that 'free relations' between the elements of W must be 
taken into account. Quite often the conditions we will impose on W 
will ensure that no such relations hold. These conditions take the 
form of 'independence' conditions. 
Problems can still arise even if the elements of ~, freely generate a 
<) 
subgroup of F(X). For instance, let G = <a~b~c; (abcbr->. Then 
} 2 2 . sgp {abc, b~ cba = <f,g~h; (fg) ,(gh) > under the mapp~ng . f' . '------'0.,,", ; • .., r ,~l,z~" 
g ~ b~ h ~ cba and not <f~ g~ h; (fr)2> which would be the 
obvious presentation. 
A more subtle example is the following. Let G < = <a he' (2bc)'~ >. J v J J 
Then sgp {abc, bcab, cal = <f,g, h ; :3 :3 f , (gh) > under the mapping 
f abc, bcab, h ? -+ g t--+ ~ ca and not <f,g,h ; .r'- which would ' > 
be the obvious presentation. 
Even for G a finite group, not all subgroups have the obvious 
. G b b2 b 2 2 :3 presentat10n. Let = <a, ; a a a , a bab >, and consider 
sgp {a 2, bab3, ab2ab}; then the obvious presentation for this is 
<f,g, h ; fg, gh> under the mapping f ~ ab2ab, g 1--+ a 2, h t--4o bab'?'. 
This, however, is infinite cyclic, whereas G itself is finite (see 
Johnson r1976, p.9S, Ex.ll. 
The examples so far have worked because there is a lot of 'overlap' 
between the elements of W. We will put conditions on W which restrict 
this 'overlap' in various ways. 
From now on let W = {We : i € I} and let h be a set of symbols h. 
~ ~ 
with Ihl = Iwi. The method of showing that sgp W has the obvious 
presentation in the cases we are going to consider, is to show that 
G has <h ; T (h» as a factor and h ~ W(X) under the natural map. 
By Proposition D we obtain the required result. 
If G = <X ; R> and R can be written in F as freely reduced words T 
in W, and where no two elements of W have X-symbols in common, then 
sgp W does have the obvious presentation. The proof of this is an 
extension of the method in MKS (Ex. IS, p.218) where Iwi = 1. In fact, 
G is an iterated free product, 
G = <X \ ~ 0 (Wi) > * <h; T(h» * (~<o (Wi) 
~ ~ 
where Iw.1 is 
7 
h. = W. 
the order of h. 
~ 
~ ~ 
The first factor consists of those X-symbols not occuring In 
elements of W. It is easy to see that the amalgamated subgroups 
are isomorphic. 
This condition on W is rather strong. As we have seen in the 
previous chapters small cancellation hypotheses restrict the overlap 
of words. We will show the following result. 
3. 1 THFOREM. Let G = <X ; R> and Zet W be a set of wOY'ds in X such 
that no V E W is a proper power and if U, V E W with U conjugate to 
±1 
V then U = V. Suppose that W* satisfies C(6) and R can be wY'itten 
as a set of freeZy reduced words T in W. Then sgp W has the obvious 
presentation. 
To prove this theorem we use small cancellation theory with 'mixed 
metrics' . 
The idea of mixed metrics carne to us from Paul Schupp (communicated by 
Stephen Pride). It has been used by M.al Janabi in his Ph D thesis . 
. We have recently learned that B. Hurley has also done some work uSIng 
mixed metrics. We, of course, do not claim any originality for the 
idea. However, the lemma of 3.3, and its use for proving 3.1 are 
original. 
It is necessary to introduce a lot of terminology similar to that of 
§] .4. Familiarity with the diagram methods of Schupp [1971 l will 
be assumed. 
Suppose that K = F(X) * H~ where F(X) is free on X. Then every 
non-identi ty element g E K has a unique representation 1n e.;"tenc.7r?'-:" 
normal form as g = gl ... gn where each of the letters g. is either 
1-
a non-trivial element of H or an X-symbol, ho t~yO a.dj acent letters 
corne from H and none are inverses. The integer n is the lenp~h of p, 
written £(g). 
-1 -1 
... c t and h = c t ... c 1 d1 d s in extended 
normal form, where -1 d 1 ~ gk we say that the letters cl~ ... , c t are 
cancelled in forming the product gh. If gk or d1 belong to F(X) then 
f = gh has extended normal form gl ... gk d1 .•• ds . If both d1 and 
gk belong to H let a = gkd1' Then f = gh has extended normal form 
gl ... gk-1 ad2 ••• dt · We say that gk and d1 have been consolidated 
to give a single letter a in the extended normal form of gh. 
We say that a word f has reduced form gh if the extended normal form 
for f is obtained by concatenating the extended normal forms for g 
and h. Thus there is neither cancellation nor consolidation between r 
and h. We say that f has semi-reduced form gh if f = gh and there is 
no cancellation between g and h. Consolidation is allowed. 
An element f of K with extended normal/form f = f1 ... 
be weakly cyclically reduced if 9,(f) ~ 1 or f1 ~ f~1. 
f is said to 
n 
peduced if it is weakly cyclically reduced and £(f) ~ 1 or one of f1 
or f belongs to F. 
n 
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A subset R of K is called symmetrized if every S E R is weakly cyclically 
reduced and every weakly cyclically reduced conjugate of Sand E- 1 js 
also in R. If R is a set of weakly cyclically reduced words denote 
* by R the smallest symmetrized set containing R. 
A word B is called a piece(pelative to R) if R contains distinct 
elements Sl and 8 2 with semi-reduced forms Sl = BTl and S2 = BT2. 
If no S E R ~s the product of fewer than p pieces then R is said to 
satisfy e(r). 
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The following can be shown to be true using the methods of Schupp rI97I:. 
i. Let R be a symrnetrised subset of K. For each sequence 
. . . ~ S of conjugates of elements of R there exists a 
n 
diagram which satisfies (I) and (2) of Schupp r197Il. 
ii. The diagram of a minimal sequence is reduced. 
~~~. If M is a reduced R-diagram, then the label on an interior edge 
of M is a piece. 
I'\. 
Because of these the geometry of R-diagrams for R satisfying C(G) is 
the same as for R satisfying C(6) over a free group, and we have : 
3.2 THEOREM. Let G = F(X) * <h ; S(h» 
{R(X,h),W(X) = h} 
. 
: 1., E I}* satisfies ~(6). Then 
G = <X ; R(X,W(X)),S(W(X))> and sgpG H(X) = <h ; S(h» undep the 
mapping h t--+- W (X). 
The proof of 3.1 follows from 3.2 and the next lemma. 
3.3 LEMMA. Let W = {We : i E I} be a subset of F(XJ and {h~ : i E I} 1., ~ 
be a subset of a gpoup H. Suppose 
if W,~ W. E W with W. conjugate to 
1 J 1., 
each w. is 
1., 
±1 .. W. then 1., = J. 
J 
Suppose ,.7.180 tl:at 
. Let V = {W.h, . 1 E I}. If W.L satl' .c:.j'~>.(~ no Wi E W 1.,S a ppopep powep. 1., 1 ~ 
* "'-c(p) then V satisfies C(p). 
Proof. Suppose w.h. when written on a circle can be subdivided into 
1., 1., 
the product of q pieces. We will show that removing h. and 
1., 
closing up the circle gives us a subdivision of W. on a circle with 
1., 
at most q pieces relative to W*. We look in turn at the possible 
pieces making up w.h.. For convenience, wri te w, h for W. and h. 
1., 1., 1., 1., 
respectively. 
1. A piece involving all of h. 
h 
p 
W 
S 
If PhQ is a piece relative to V* then there are two distinct elements 
PhQS, PhQT of V* with S ~ T. So PQ is a piece relative to W*. 
2. A piece beginning with an element of H. 
h 
h 3../t 
p 
W 
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* If h2P is a piece relative to V , then there are two distinct elements 
If PS ~ PT 
by the conditions imposed on W. So PS 1 PT and P is a piece relative 
to W*. 
3. A piece not invoZving an eZement of H. 
h 
P 
S P .. . V* uppose 1S a p1ece relat1ve to • Then there are elements 
PQhR., PShjT (with I £ I = 1., j € !) of V* with QhR ~ ShjT. If QR ~ ST 
then P is a piece relative to W*. 
Suppose QR :: ST. So since RPQ = 
• 
W. and 
1-
TPS :: if-. , it follows from the conditions imposed on '~1 that i = j. 
J 
Thus RPQ ~ (TPS)£ : but RPQ is conjugate to TPS and so £ = 1, for no 
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non-trivial element can be conjugate to its inverse 1n a free group. 
Using the fact that QR ; ST it now follows that (S-l Q) RPQ (S-l Q)-l = RPQ. 
-1 ) Consequently, S Q and RPQ are powers of a common element(MKS fEx.6, p.42 1 , 
which must be RPQ itself, since W contains no proper powers. Thus 
S-lQ = (RPQ}m for some m with Iml ? 1. 
I I -1 -1 C m = 1. But RPS = RPQ(S Q) = (RPQ) where C = ±2 or O. However 
RPS ~ 1 S1nce RP~ PH are freely reduced, and Q, (RPS) < £ ((RPQ),':) so 
1&1 ~ 2. This clearly is a contradiction. 
II 
Another concept which has proved useful when studying the subgroups of 
groups given in terms of generators and defining relations is (a~b)-
admissibility. Let G = <a,X , b ; R>. The tuple (u~ W~ V) of freely 
reduced words is said to be ra~b)-admissible if a occurs in U and each 
element of R but not in V or W, b occurs in V and each element of R 
but not in U or ~I, and finally W freely generates a subgroup of F 
the free group on X. 
Pride f1976al has proved the following theorem. 
~. 4 THEOREt~. n Let G = <a,X, b; R > where n > 1 and R is cyclically 
reduced. Let ru, W, V) be ra,b) - admissible. Then either 
sgp {U, W, V} is freely generated by {U, w, V} or sgp {U, w, V} is a 
one-relator group with torsion. The second possibility arises if and 
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only if some conjugate of R can be freely expressed in the free group 
on X, a~ b as a word pru, W ~ V) in U~ I,~, V~ in which case sgp {U, vI., V} 
has presentation <f,g, h; P.n(f,h,g» under the mapping f I~ U, 
h ~ W, g r--:> V. 
We are going to make two generalisations of ra,b)-admissibility. The 
first enables us to retain the conclusions of the above theorem and 
the second allows us to solve Problem D for various types of presentation. 
Let G = <a, X, b; R>. The pair ru, ~~) is a-adr:~~.ssible (reZ(l: ,:::~t' to :') 
if all elements of R are cyclically reduced and involve both a and 1'; 
U is a freely reduced word in a, X which involves a~ and all elements 
of Ware freely reduced words in b,X which freely generate a subgroup 
of G. 
We will establish the following theorem 
3.5 THEOREM. * Let G = <a, X, b; R> where either R satisfies C(?) 
with all elements of R powers or' R is a single relator. Suppose (U;, \~) 
is a-admissible and R can be written in F as freely reduced words T 1.:n 
(U, W). Then sgp {U,W} has the obvious presentation. 
G 
We will in fact prove something stronger than this but a-admissibility 
will be used to generalise the result of Pride previously noted. The 
properties of an a-admissible tuple ru, W) which are needed for the 
proof of the theorem are : 
(1) W freely generates a subgroup of G. 
This is part of the definition of a-admissibility. 
(2) {U,X} freely generates a subgroup of G. 
This follows from the Freheitssatz for one-relator groups and the word 
problem solution for the small cancellation groups of theorem. 
Let G = <X;R>. Then W is n-admissible if W = tw1"" '~'n) 
i-l 
and sgpG {We (6(W.) n U 6(W.))} is freely generated by these. We 
1.,.U 1.,. • 1 J J=-
b W th t f elements of X not occur1ng in elements of W. de no t e y 0 e s e 0 
If G is a small cancellation or one-relator group, satisfying the 
d · 'bl t Ie ru V) 1"S 2-admissible conditions in 3.5 then an a-a m1SS1 e up , 
with W
1 
= V and W2 =- {U}, by (I) and (2) above. 
04 
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t") 
Not all n-admissible sets are a-admissible, for let G = <a,b,c,d;(abci)~> 
2 2 2 2 
and W = {ab, b a , cd, d c }. Clearly W is not x-admissible for any 
X E {a,b,c,d}, since each of a,b,c,d occurs in two elements of W. 
However, let W1 = {ab,b
2
a
2} and W2 = {cd,d
2c 2 }. By the Newrnan-Gurevi~ 
spelling theorem (1.9) sgp {ab,b 2a2 } is free on ab,b2a2 and 
sgp {cd, d2 c2 } is free on cd, d20 2 . SO I~ is 2-admissible but not 
x-admissible. 
The generalisation of 3.5 we are going to show is : 
3.6 THEOREM. Let G = <X;R> and suppose W is n-admissible for some n. 
Suppose that R can be written in F(X) as freely reduced words T in W. 
Then sgp W has the obvious presentation. 
Proof. To make the proof of the theorem transparent we will deal with 
the case n = 2. So suppose W is 2-admissible in G = <X;R>. This means 
that W = W1 u W2 with ~Jl and W2 u (0 (W 2) n 0 (W 1 ) ) freely generating 
subgroups of G. Divide h up into h1, h2 with 
1 h.1 = 1 w·1 and consider the groups 
1" 1" 
Go = <h . T (h» , 
G1 = GO * <8(W1» I 
hl = W1 
and G2 = G 1 * <0 (~I 2) > II 
h2 = W2 
It is easy to see that G = F(WO) * G2. Now there are homomorphisms 
GO ~ G1 and G1 -? G taking hl ~ W1 and h2 ~ W2 · Since 
W . f W1, sgpG hl is free on h1 , so the amalgamated sgpG 1 1S ree on 0 
. I . h·c S1·milarly, the amalgamated subgroups subgroups ln are 1somorp 1 . 
in II are isomorphic and so the homomorphisms are embeddings, as 
required. 
The general case is similar, for 
n 
G = <h;T(h»* ( * 
i=l 
< 0 (W .) » * F (W ) 
1.- 0 
h. = \~. 
1.- 1.-
and the amalgamated subgroups are of the form 
i-1 
sgpG {We U (o(W.) n U o(W.))}, which by assumption are freely 
1.- 1.- j=l J 
generated by W. U (0 (W.) n 
1.- 1.-
i-1 
U 
j=l 
II 
o(W.)) and so <h; T(h» embeds in G 
J 
We are interested in generalising the result of Pride (see 3.4) and 1n 
this connection the following definition is needed. 
Let R be a set of cyclic words on X and let W be a set of words Wi 
in X which freely generate a subgroup of F(X). Consider the set of 
cyclic words in W. which when rewritten in terms of X and reduced give 
1.-
elements of R. Break each word U in this set to give a set of words T 
in W. Clearly T depends upon Rand W but we will suppress this 
* dependence. Also T depends upon the way the words were broken but T 
does not. 
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3.7 THEOREM. n Let G = <a~X~ b; R >~ n > 1. Let W = {u V} ~here (V.V) ~s , .. J 
a-admissible relative to b. Then sgp W = < h; T (h) > under the T'larp~r:( 
h I~ ~1 and where T is defined above. In particular, if T is non-err:]' 
then sgp W is a one-relator group with torsion. 
Proof. Suppose U = a. If sgp {a~V} is not free on a~V there must be 
a word A in a,V which is equal to one in G. We will show this lS 
derivable from T. Let B be the word obtained from A by freely reducing 
in terms of a~X,b. No a-symbols are cancelled in this process. since 
B ~ 1 it contains a subword C = (a ED)n-l a E where E:" a L * E ? , by 1.9 
Clearly D can be written in F(a,X ~b) as a freely reduced word P in 
R 1 . the b d f 'b D-1 ep aC1.ng 1.S su wor 0 !-:. y.L 
and freely reducing in terms of a,V we get a word A' in a,V with less 
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a-symbols than A. Continuing this process we must end up with the empty 
word so A is derivable from T as required. Obviously, T = 1 in sgp W. 
This establishes that sgp W = <W;T>. 
Now suppose (V~V) is a-admissible relative to b. If sgpC {U~X~ b} is 
free on V~ X~ b~then sgpc {U~V} is free on U~V. Now (b~{X~U}) is 
b-admissible relative to a in C. So using the first part, 
A ~ ~ 
sgpc {U~ X~ b} = <U~ X~ b; T> for some T. Clearly since 11 involves a 
A 
and b, T must involve V~b so (V, V) is V-admissible relative to b in 
"" <V,X, b; T>. Using the first part again, now gives us the desired 
.A. ±1 
result once we notice that if T1,T2 E T then Tl ~ T2 in F(W), since 
W freely generates a subgroup of F(a~X~ b). 
II 
* 3.8 THEOREM. Let C = <a,X, b; R> where R satisfies C(13) with 
all elements of R proper powers ~ 3. Let W = (U,V) be a-admissible 
F~nally suppose that V begins and ends in aE • relative to b. v Then 
sgpC W = <h; T(h» under the mapping h I--:'> W. 
The proof of this parallels that of the one-relator case and so will 
not be given in full here. We need to prove a 'spelling theorem' 
similar to the Newrnan-Gurevic one for one-relator groups with torsion 
(see 1.9). 
3.9 LE~1r,1A. Let G = <a.,X;R>., where R* satisfies C(]Z}. Suppose aZ.l 
elements of R* involve a and are powers ? 3. Let U ~ V where V 
omitts a. Suppose U and V are freely reduced and U involves 2. ':J-:en 
U has a subu)ord C == aE: DaE:E., I E: I = 1 which is an initial segment o.£' 
some S == (aE:D)n E R*., ends in an a-symbol and contains more than 1/2 
of the a-symbols occuring in S. 
Proof. -1 _ By 1.2 UV when freely reduced contains a subword C of some 
~ E R* -n-
o with S == CB and C a 3-remnant, i.e. p(B) ~~. There are two 
cases to consider. 
Case 1. n even 
We claim that C contains at least ~ + 1 copies of S in it, For if not 
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B would contain ~ - 1 copies of S. But 4(~ - 1) ::r 2n - 4 2: n. (As n > 2.) 
n _ 1 
So, by 1.4 p(Sn) ~ 4p(S 2 ) ~ 4p(P) ~ 12, contradicting the C(13) 
condition on R. 
Case 2. n odd. 
We claim that C contains at n+1 - , if E , of S it. For not, least --2- cop1es 1n 
. n-1 
conta1n --2- copies of - 4 (n-1) 2n 2 So by J .4 S. But = ? n. 2 would 
n-1 
p(if) - 2 < 4p(S ) ~ 4p (B) ~ 12 again contradicting the ((13) condition. 
-C b h max1'ma1 subword of C beginning and ending ln an Finally let e t e 
a-symbol. Then C is the required subword. 
II 
It may be thought that the small cancellation condition in the above 
lemma is unnecessary and could be dropped without changing the 
conclusions.We will show that this is not the case.In fact, consider 
the following statement:S'uppose G=<X,Y;R> where each element of R 
is cyclically reduced and is a proper power ~3.Suppose also that some 
SER involves a Y-symbol.Then any word in X which defines the identity 
element of G belongs to <R\S>F{XuY}. 
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For a group satisfying the conditions of the lemma, the statement holds. 
However the following example will show that the statement is false in 
general. 
Let 
{ad-1}3=1 in G,which contradicts the statement. 
Since 
3 -2-1 {abc} =l,a={abc} {bc} 
and since 
3 -2-1 {dbc} =1, d= {dhc} {bc} 
so that 
ad-1 = c-1b-1a-1c-1b-1a-1{bc}-1 {bc}dbcdbc ~ a-1c-1b-1a-1dbcd 
and 
1 3 -1 -1 -1 -1~ d}3 = 1 {ad-} '" { a c b a uvC , 
as required. 
f f 7 8 The case U = a is almost identical to this Sketch of proo 0 ,'. • 
E: E: ( E: )n-l E: Replacing case for 3.7 with C = a Da E in place of C = a D a. 
the corresponding subword by its complement in (acD)n gives us a 
word with less a-symbols. The general case 1S also similar to that 
of 3.7 except that the extra condition on U ensures that the group 
obtained in the first part satisfies C(13). 
II 
The power condition of the theorem cannot be weakened to n ~ 2, for let 
d 2 -1 2 G = <a,b,c, ,e; (aW(b,c)) , (a V (d,e)) >. Clearly G can be chosen 
to satisfy any C(p) condition. Now SfTPG {a,WV, VW} is not free for 
a T•7TTa-
1 VW '" T.7a T.Ta a-1 TTa- 1 V g 1. * WVI WI we VI But clearly no element of R can 
be written F as a word in a, WV, VW. 
The other results of Pride r1976a l have similar generalisations Since 
they again depend upon the Newman-Gurevir spelling theorem. 
§3.2 The malnormality of certain subgroups of certain small 
cancellation groups. 
Recall that if H is a subgroup of G, then H is malnormal in G if 
-1 
whenever g hg E H wi th g E G and h E H then g E H, or h = 1. 
The properties of HNN extensions (or free products with amalgamation) 
of groups are greatly simplified if the associated (or amalgamated) 
subgroups are malnormal in the base (or factors). We have made use 
of this fact in Chapter Two. Pride has also made use of this in 
studying subgroups of one-relator groups with torsion. The properties 
of free products of two groups with a malnormal amalgamated subgroup, 
have been studied by Karrass and Solitar r1971b 1 • They give a great 
IU 
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deal of information about the subgroup structure of such groups in 
terms of subgroups of its factors. In particular, they show that a 
two-generator subgroup of one of these groups is the free product of 
two cyclic groups or is isomorphic to a subgroup of a factor. 
B. Newman f19731 has shown that any subset of generators in a 
one-relator group with torsion is malnormal. This has turned out to 
be an extremely important result in dealing with one-relator groups 
with torsion. (See for example Newman f19731 and Pride r19751). 
In this section we are concerned with obtaining a similar result to 
Newman's for small cancellation groups. Before doing this, however, 
we give some examples to show what might go wrong. 
2 2 2 2t . f' Let G. = <Xl' . . . ." X. ; xl . . . x.> . Then {Xl ... x. sat1s 1es 1- 1- 1- 1-
1 . 2 2 2 -1 {x2' x,} C' (AJ, A > U' But S1nce xl = (x2 x .J E sgp ... " 1- 1". 
. . . , 
is not malnormal in G. 
Thus we see that it is not always true that a subset of the generators 
of a small cancellation group generates a malnormal subgroup. To 
exclude the above example we will insist that all defining relations 
are powers. This seems reasonable by analogy with Newman's result. 
However, even this is not enough, for let 
Then G can be chosen so as to satisfy any C'(AJ condition. Now 
not malnormal in G. 
In contrast to the last example we will prove the following. 
3.10 THEOREM. * Let G = <X,Y ; R> 'With X, Y disjoint, R sat1·sfyir.r;: 
C'(l/6) and all elements of R 'Which involve both X-synbols and 
V-symbols ape po'Weps ~ 3. Then sgp Y is malnoPMal in G. 
In fact it is possible to show that the theorem is true if at most 
one of the elements of R (up to inverses and cyclic permutations) 
which involves X-symbols and V-symbols is a square. But the proof 
becomes rather tedious and so we will content ourselves with the 
proof of the theorem as stated, just noting that the previous example 
is minimal in some sense. 
Proof. Let A, B be freely reduced words in Y, and U be a freely 
reduced word in X, Y not belonging to sgp Y . Suppose A ~ 1 and 
-1 If UAU- 1B r; We will ~ 1 . G. ~ 1 then let B ~ 1 in G. show that VAU B 1n 
U,A, B be chosen so that (£(UAU-1B), £(U), £(A)) is minimal. Then U 
begins and ends in an X-symbol. Moreover the following hold. 
* (1) V,A,B do not contain > ~ of an element of R . 
(2) 
For otherwise, since £(A 1 ) < £(S)/3, 
1 = VA V -1 B = VWA lA ,0 1A ~ 1 W -1 V- 1 B == 
* E R then £(C) ~ £(5)/3. 
then £(C) < £(W) and 
contradicting the minimality of (£(UAu- 1B), ton, £(A)). 
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For without loss of generality we may assume that £(TJ ) < n(~T ) 
" 2 - T.., ,'11 • So 
W2 is a piece and £(W1AW;1) ~ £(W1A) + £(W;l) < 5 £(S)/8~ by (2). 
(4) If A - ;;: (S)/f'. 
For otherwise, since £(A2)~ £(B1) < £(S)/3~ £(U) > £(S)/6 > £(C). But 
contradicting the minima1ity of (£(UAU-1B)~ £(U)~ £(A)). 
(5) S - UAU- 1 B I R*. 
As £(U) < £(S)/6 since U would be a . pl.ece. So 
£(UAU-1B) = £(U) + £(AU-1B) < (5/6 + 1/6) £(S) = £(S), by (4). 
Conclusions similar to the above with the roles of A and B interchanged 
follow similarly. 
-1 . By 1.2 UAU B when wrl.tten on a circle contains certain disjoint 
* subwords of elements of R It is not difficult to see that this 
cannot be the case by (1) - (5). 
II 
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